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Levy: Government in distress over Oslo Accords
TWS is a government in distress, and thais
jne whole muh ” Foreign Minister David
L«vy told the ivnessa Foreign Affairs and
Defend Committee yesterday.
He said the problems derived from the Oslo

Accords, which had been “forced upon iL"
Accwding to an official briefing. Levy sakt
“Taking the middle road between the ham's
desires and the difficult objective situation
will not satisfy either side.
“This is a government which determined

that it would not abandon the settlers, and that
is a diplomatic, moral, and political commit-
ment. Anyone who thought that when this
governrr^nt was formed it would renege on
this commitment will be disappointed.**
Levy strongly criticized the Oslo Accords,

but stressed the governments commitment,
albeit unwilling, to them. “If it wasn't for Oslo
I*d know exactly what to do but we’re
[caught] in a process which has been started:

this is a process which has no objective and no
red lines but it exists and must be adopted
despite all the difficulties and obstacles along
the way.
“Any other decision would have put Israel

in a very dangerous situation: expectations

would have collapsed, [there would have

been] disappointment and tension in the

region and in [Israel’s] international rela-

tions."

Levy said any decision not to implement
Oslo Accord would "lead 10 a catastrophe."

He said an agreement with the Palestinians

on Hebron could have been signed by now-

had Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat wanted to

do so. Even after an agreement, he said, there

could be developments which would place a
question mark over the continuation of the

process.

Levy denied there was a “crisis’’ over

Hebron and said the signing had been

LIAT COLLINS and news agencies

"delayed." He complained it was a shame to

waste time but .Arafat had decided to travel

instead of signing.

He also complained of Arafat’s recent state-

ments. saying that even when Arafat trans-

lates “jihad" as a “devotion.*’ the Palestinians

underhand it to mean "a holy war."

Despite the absence of.Arafat and US peace
talks coordinator Dennis Ross. Israel and die

Palestinian Authority continued with talks on
Hebron redeployment yesterday.

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
accused the Palestinians of delaying the

agreement. “One of the reasons the

Palestinian side isholding up its completion is

that itassumes-.any time''lieArab side alleges

there is a problem in moving forward. Israel 's

government will be blamed." Netanyahu said

in a speech in Tel Aviv.

Ross, ending three weeks of talks aimed at

concluding a Hebron deal, left yesterday for

Washington. Arafat was in Norway, on the

first leg of a European tour He is expected

back in Gaza at the end of the week. (Story,

Page 2)

Meanwhile, Israeli and Palestinian

Authority negotiators convened in a Tel Aviv

hotel in further pursuit of a deal.

"We have some difficult issues that we still

have to deal with, but we are close and I hope
that we can make some mere progress when
Chairman Arafat returns and we have a

chance to go over these issues with him," US
Ambassador to Israel Martin Indyk told

reporters as he entered the hotel

On Monday, the United Stases said Arafat

alone could not be blamed for die failure so

far to reach agreement
"It's wrong and I think it's also ncx consis-

tent with the facts to point at Chairman Arafat

and say: ‘He's the guy holding these talks

up’," State Department spokesman Nicholas

Bums said.

“1 would just look, at both of them [Israelis

and Palestinians] and say they’re both

responsible, and they’re only going to get an

agreement when both of them cross the tine

together," Bums told reporters in

Washington.

Palestinian negotiatin' Saeb Erekat said his

team was in touch with Arafat hourly and had

been ordered by the Palestinian leader to

reach an agreement “as soon as possible."

“We still have our major differences." he

said.

The Palestinian Information Ministry

issued a statement yesterday claiming that the

Netanyahu government “does not hive any

intention of implementing the agreement,"

knowing that the Palestinians will not agree to

renegotiate the existing agreements.

Coalition

expected
to muster

majority for
budget vote

EVELYN GORDON

THE government still lacked a
majority for the 1 997 budget last

night, but was confident that one
would be found before the vote
this afternoon.

Tbe wheeling and dealing easily

upstaged the start of the plenum
debate on the budget, which con-
sisted largely of predictable
attacks from all sides of the house
delivered to an empty hall.

The two outstanding problems
are Yisrael Ba'aJiya and Gesher.
which together comprise 12 MKs.
There is also still a chance that a
few renegade Likud MKs might
vote against as well. However,
Yisrael Ba'aliya chairman Natan
Sharansky was to meet with Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and
Finance MinisterDan Meridor late

last night, and both sides expected
they would be able to reach an
agreement.

Yisrael Ba'aliya’s main
demands are the building of 4,500
hostel apartments for physically

and menially handicapped immi-
grants, plus some NIS 25 million

in stipends for immigrant scien-

tists. The budget contains funds
for only 200 hostel units, at a cost

of NIS 140m. Meridor has
expressed willingness in principle

to discuss these demands, but the

party says a general promise is

insufficient; it wants either a writ-

ten commitment or a detailed, spe-

cific oral promise.

“We don't trust the statement

that ‘everything will be okay,’
”

said faction chairman Roman
Bronfman. “[Until now] there has

been no progress whatsoever on
the disputed issues. The Treasury
staff has systematically sabotaged

everything.”

A deal with Gesher seems less

likely, since the faction is demand-
ing that several major changes in

the social welfare section of the

budget be made in the next 24
hours. Netanyahu was planning to

talk to party leader and Foreign
Minister David Levy last night,

but Gester’s votes are not actually

necessary if Yisrael Ba'aliya sup-
ports the budget
‘Whoever doesn’t vote for the

budget shows that he is not an
equal among equals, but above all

tte.rest," said an exasperated
(Continued on Page 9)

‘L-Express’: French
ex-defense minister

was East bloc agent

PARIS (Reuter) -A former French
defense, minister, the late Charles

Httnn, was paid as an agent of the

Stiviei Union and other East bloc

countries in tbe 1950s and 1960s,

alwtoch magazine said yesterday.

jQiarles Hemu was an agent of

tfe-East,” the weekly VExpress

said;Hemu, defense minister from

198] to 19S5 under Socialist pres-

idettt Francois Mitterrand, died in

1990.

Tbe' magazine said Hemu was
spotted as a rising political star by
a

. Bulgarian spy in -Paris in 1953,

and - was paid by Bulgaria.

Romania, and the Soviet Union
hnfii 'at least 1963 for writing

reports about French politics.

^Express Aid Mitterrand was

mfamed in 1992 of the payments

tofcfernu by French counter-intei-

%ace chief Jacques Foumet and
ordered tbe scandal covered up as
a state secret. Mitterrand, a per-

sona] friend of Hemu, left power
mkfay 1995 and died lastJanuary.

Protesters at last night’s rally in Jerusalem demonstrate in favor ofJewish settlement In Hebron. (Brian Hendler)

Thousands show
support for Jewish

settlement in Hebron
HERB KE1NON

Hebron settlers

angered by visit of
Abed-Rabbo, Tibi

JON IMMANUEL and HERB KEINON

A CROWD Israel Radio estimat-

ed at 10,000 people braved the

rain and demonstrated last night
in downtown Jerusalem in sup-

port of the Jewish settlement in

Hebron, then marched to the

nearby US Consulate, where
they called on the US not to

pressure Israel into redeploying

in tbe city.

Speaker after speaker at the

rally took pains to stress that the

protest was not against Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,
but rather in support of retaining

control in Hebron.
Kiryat Arba Chief Rabbi Dov

Lior said that .the rally was to

give the government “strength to

stand up to the gentiles, and not

to give up parts of the homeland.

We have come to strengthen

your [Netanyahu’s] hand, and

show that there is massive sup-

port for standing firm on the

issue of Hebron.’’
National Religious Party

activist Rabbi Haim Druckman
said that Netanyahu “is our

prime minister. Be strong, don’t

collapse, don’t surrender. Do
what you want, which is for the

settlement to grow and develop.

Don’t give in to pressures, either

from abroad or from within."

Some 20 Peace Now activists,

calling for the Hebron settle-

ment to be uprooted, held a vigil

a few meters away from the

rally, on die sidewalk near the

Prime Minister’s Residence.
Peace Now genera) secretary

Mossy Raz said they wanted to

protest closer to the rally, but
were not allowed to do so by the

police.

A number of Kach activists

were also in attendance at the

rally, and distributed a bumper
sticker with a picture of
Netanyahu and Arafat shaking
hands, and the slogan: “This
combination is dangerous to

Israel."'

Although the speakers, includ-

ing deputy education minister

Moshe Peled, were careful not
to criticize Netanyahu, the same
can not be said of their treatment

of Shimon Peres.

Nadia Marar, head of the
Women in Green, said that Peres
is the head of an “anti-Jewish,

anti-Zionistic minority” which
Netanyahu has to stand up
against.

“One of the protesters, Kiryat

Arba resident Ya’acov Garba,

who was holding a sign that read

“Don’t give them more guns,”

said that the demonstration was
not against Netanyahu, but

meant primarily to help him
deflect US pressure, and “show
the Americans that hundreds of

thousands of people in Israel

want Hebron to stay under

Israeli control.”

SETTLERS in Hebron yesterday

jostled and demanded foe removal

of a visiting minister of the

Palestinian Authority and an advis-

er to PA Chairman Yasser Arafat,

calling them terrorists and recalling

the massacre of Jews by Arabs in

Hebron in 1929.

The viat by Information Minister

Yasser Abed-Rabbo and Arafat

adviser Ahmed Tibi, accompanied

by Hebron Mayor Mustafa Natshe,

surprised settlers and sparked a

shoving confrontation that lasted

until paratroopers were sent in to

prevent violence.

Last week a visit by Labor MK
Yael Dayan ended with a cup of
scalding tea allegedly being thrown
in her face.

Reacting to yesterday’s visit, a

son of Rabbi Moshe Levinger
warned of a “second Tarpat,” a ref-

erence to foe year 1929 when 67

Jews among the several hundred in

Hebron were killed by Arab rioters.

Tibi and Abed-Rabbo had just

come from the funeral of 1] -year-

old Htimi Shoushi, who allegedly

was beaten to death on Sunday by
the Hadar Betar security chief.

“Palestinians inside or outside

tbe Green Line cannot accept the

presence of these people here as

inciters,” Tibi said.

Hebron settlement head Noam
Amon said that the delegation’s

visit was a “provocation from rep-

resentatives of a terrorist organiza-

tion who came to incite. These are

things that could have ended with a
very high price. Why don’t the

police prevent these types of
tilings? Why do they prevent Jews
from going into 90 percent of
Hebron, but let these murderers

.into the Jewish enclave?"

Amon said that the Palestinian

Authority’s stated goal is to destroy

the Jewish settlement in Hebron.

While this visit was caking place,

other Palestinians, who want foe

IDF troops to remain, visited settler

leaders in the town and said that

redeployment would make it easier

for the PA to advance its goal of

eradicating the Jewish presence in

the town.

In a related development, a hand-
bill was distributed in Kiryat Arba
yesterday under the headline,

"Directives on how to behave
toward a terrorist in a police uni-

form."

The handbill - signed by an orga-

nization called Dov, a Hebrew
acronym for “Suppressing
Traitors” - reads, “One does not
need great sacrifice to destroy the

agreement in Hebron. There are

other ways to create friction that

will harm them."

According to tbe handbill, “It is

forbidden for a terrorist to wander
around our areas with a drawn
weapon. If you see a terrorist like

this, you can open fire to defend
yourself.”

Suissa lowers restrictions

for obtaining gun license
Jerusalem post Staff

TERIOR Minister Eli Suissa

oeiday approved loosening foe

frictions for obtaining a gun

rase.

.a st October, foe Interior

nistry had issued new guide-

's for granting gun licenses to

vate citizens. Since then, foe

u'stry has received numerous
uests, from groups and individ-

s, that foe new guidelines be

idified.

lie changes include:

Lowering the minimum age for

rivate license from 21 to 20.

Lowering the minimum rank of

F, police, or Prisons Service

personnel automatically granted

licenses from lieutenant-colonel in

the IDF to second-lieutenant, or

the equivalent rank in foe police or

Prisons Service.

•To automatically approve appli-

cations by combat veterans.

•Any officer serving in the IDF
can receive a license regardless of

age or amount of time spent in foe

country, who has the recommen-
dation of a superior with at least

the rank lieutenant-colonel. "Hus

applies as well to soldiers serving

in combat units.

Labor faction leader Ra’anan

(Continued on Page 2)
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Syria is not
preparing

to attack,

says Shara
LIAT COLLINS, AR1EH O’SULLIVAN, and news agencies

SYRIAN Foreign Minister Farouk
Shara said yesterday that Syria is

not preparing to attack Israel and
accused Israeli leaders of voicing

the charge in order to avoid mak-
ing peace.

“Allegations ... that Syria Is

escalating the situation and mass-
ing troops to launch a surprise

attack are baseless.” Shara said.

“Such allegations coming from
the Israeli government are aimed
at evading the peace process and
foe basis on which it was built," he
said at Damascus Airport while
seeing offhis Russian counterpart,

Yevgeny Primakov.
An editorial appearing yesterday

in Syria’s government-owned Al-

Baath newspaper makes stronger

charges - accusing Israel of brac-

ing for war- and warns Arabs that

it is time to consider options other

than the peace process.

“The Israeli government is

preparing the region for a new war
as an alternative to peace and is

beating the drams of war,” foe edi-

torial reads.

“The Arabs have submitted for

peace everything which is

demanded from them," it contin-

ues. “But now, it is high tune for

them to deal with Israel in foe only

style it can understand and to look
for new alternatives.”

The newspaper also said Arabs
mustmove quickly to face the cur-

rent circumstances and to protect

their interests and rights.

However, Foreign Minister
David Levy played down rumors
of a military confrontation.

“There is a flood of statements

and it is not healthy. It- will

achieve foe opposite results. If I

were an outsider, I would have
reached the conclusion that Israel

is terrified,” he told the Knesset

Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee yesterday.

He said Syrian President Hafez
Assad must understand that even

if he intends on using a limited

action to get foe peace process
moving again, be could lose.

Levy said that peace in the

Middle East would not be possible

without peace with Syria. In

response to a demand by MK
Gideon Ezra (Likud) to pull out of
the security zone in South
Lebanon, Levy said foe problems
in Lebanon also could not be
resolved without peace with Syria.

Assad bad reason to be disap-

pointed with foe previous govern-

ment on at least three occasions.

Levy continued.

“Even if there was nothing writ-

ten or signed, statements gave him
reason to believe he had a com-
mitment from the Rabin govern-
ment to a full withdrawal from the

Golan Heights. Did foe US
(Continued on Page 2)

Jerusalem Mayor

Ehud Olmert

salutes UJA for

its devotion and commitment
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New Orleans, LA
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NEWS

11-year-old Shoushi laid to rest

as alleged assailant remanded
JON IMMANUEL HERB KEINON and HIM

THOUSANDS attended the ftiner-

al yesterday of Hibni Shoushi, die

1 1-year-old boy who died after

alfciedly being beaten by Hadar

Betar security officer Nahum

Korman in Shoushi’s village of

Husan on Sunday.

The Jerusalem Magistrate s

Court yesterday extended

Korman 's remand for three days.

It was revealed in court that bone

marrow was taken from Shoushi

after his death to be transplanted

into his two-year-old sister, who

has leukemia.

The police requested that

Korman ’s remand be extended for

a week, but Judge David Frankel

dirf that four days is sufficient time

for the police to build theircase and

question two other eyewitnesses.

Police representative Shalom
Amar

, in asking for Korman to be

Nahum Korman, the Hadar
Betar security officer suspect-

ed of causing the death of 11-

year-old Hilmi Shoushi, arrives

in Jerusalem Magistrate’s
Court yesterday for a remand
hearing. (Brian Heodkr)

held fora week, told thejudge that

Korman had stopped cooperaring

with investigators shortly after the
incident, making it more difficult

According to Amar, on Sunday
afternoon Korman was -driving on
the Husan bypass road, when a
number of youths began to throw
rocks at his car. Korman pursued
the youths, and entered Husan.
Amar said that in his initial inter-

rogation, when Korman was coop-
erating with the police, he said that
he had approached one of the
youths and began yelling at hi™
Korman said the child collapsed,
and he began to try and resuscitate
him, then tookhim to a nearby set-
tlement and called an ambulance.
Amar said that Shoushi’s uncle

said thal Korman spoke to another
Jew at the scene.' and said, “I only
hit him once and be collapsed.”
Korman ’s attorneys said their

client did touch Shoushi, bat did
not beat him and only yelled at
him. Attorney Avraham Gan-Tzvi
said that he told Korman not to
cooperate with the police.

Shoushi’$ funeral passed quietly,

but afterwards dozens of youths,
according to reports, threw stones
at military jeeps on the nearby
bypass road. Soldiers fired tear

gas at the crowd.
Women and men marched sepa-

rately. Youths carried wreaths and
Palestinian flags and shouted, “Our
stones are like Kalashnikovs."
But national sentiment was sub-

dued, as die grief transcended
national feeling. Shoushi’s body
was covered by an ornate, red

embroidered blanket and not by a
Palestinian flag.

Palestinian Authority
Information Minister Yasser
Abed-Rabbo and Dr. Ahmed Tibi,

an adviser to PA Chairman Yasser
Arafat, attended the funeral.

"
.

_n iqQg The Jerusalem Post

Wednesday, October 30,

Mubarak
accuses

Israel of

threatening

war

Thousands ofmourners attend the funeral yesterday ha Hasan of 11-year-old ESImi Shoushi, who died from a blow to the neck after

being chased by Hadar Betar security chiefNahum Korman. (noted zigbari)

including HUmi’s father, Sa’er

Shoushi — who married Husan
women.
“After this, I don’t know now if

there is a chance we would want to

go back and work with them now."
one man told Channel 1.

Edward Abington, the US
Consul-General, is to pay a condo-
lence visit today.

Abed-Rabbo told reporters,

“The first thing that has to be done
to save the peace process is to dis-

arm tire settlers."

Villagers said they were looking

to see how Israeli justice would
treat the case. “If an Arab had.

done this to a Jewish child he
would go to prison for life and his

family’s house would be
destroyed. But they will say he

was crazy and send him to jail for

three months,” said a masked
youth, who said he supports the

peace process.

Many of the villagers used to

work with Israelis before the clo-

sure. Some are Israeli citizens -

Arafat: Economic woes
contribute to fanaticism

OSLO (AP) - Yasser Arafat yes-

™ngfits^jroSTems in Pafe&nfian
areas under his rule, blaming vio-

lations on economic woes and his

battle against fanatics.

“We have some problems, but we
' must not forget the tragedy of the

economic situation, which leads to

these forms of fanaticism, which
we must act very hard in all direc-

tions against,” Arafat said in Oslo.

Complaints of human rights vio-

lations committed by the

Palestinian self-rule authorities

are the one chilly point in other-

wise warm relations between
Arafat and Norway. Norwegians
secretly brokered the historic 1993

Oslo Accords between Israel and
.the PLO^- «

r
During an afternoon news con-

ference, Arafat repeated a claim

that Israeli fanatics were working
with Palestinian fanatics to disrupt

the peace process. The claim, first

made earlier this year, has been
met with international skepticism.

He also blamed Israel’s closure

of the borders to Palestinian areas

for causing the economic prob-

lems that fuel flmdametUahain
“The Palestinians are passing a

very crucial economic situation ...

that is a very good platform for

fanaticism,” Arafat said. “We have
reached the red line of starvation.”

Arafat arrived in Oslo

Monday for a two-day visit, hours

after crucial US-led talks.

on

on Hebron. The Palestinian

brushed off US criticism of the

trip’s riming, saying that talks are

continuing at a lower level and
that he remains committed to the

peace process.

While saying that Hebron is an
important issue, Arafat pointed out

other key obstacles, such as an
agreement on the touchy issue of
Jerusalem. He said he sees no rea-

son why the city could not be foe

capita] for both Israelis and
Palestinians.

“It would be very difficult to

reach peace without a solution on
Jerusalem.” Arafat said.

Russia’s PM says talks

must resume on basis of
Madrid’s land-for-peace

BEIRUT (Reuter) - Russian
Foreign Minister Yevgeny
Primakov said in Beirut yesterday

that foe stalled Arab-Israeli peace
talks should resume on the basis of
the land-for-peace formula adopt-

ed at the 1991 Madrid conference.
“We either stick to the founding

principles and agreements in this

lengthy process or each govern-

ment will takenew stands and pre-

vent the continuity of the Middle
East peace process,” he told

reporters after talks with Lebanese

counterpart Fans Bouez.
Primakov arrived in Beirut from

Damascus yesterday on the second
leg ofa Middle East tour to seek-

a

more active Russian role in the

American-dominated Arab-lsraeli

peace process.

“We are not trying to go against

the Americans- We want to com-
plete the existing orchestra," he

said.

Asked if be discussed with

Syrian President Hafez Assad any
specific proposals to advance the

peace process, Primakov replied:

“I will not reveal at a news confer-

ence the new proposals or those

that might come up."

• Primakov -who signed aneco-
fiOmic ' copperatidn - .“pTdtofcol

between Lebanon and Russia with

Bouez - is due to meet with

President Elias Hrawi and Prime
Minister Rafik Hariri later.

Primakov said at the airport that

his country backs the implementa-

tion of the 1978 Security Council

Resolution 425 calling for an
immediate and unconditional
Israeli withdrawal from south
Lebanon.
He is to leave Beirut today and

visit Egypt. Jordan. Israel, and the

Palestinian self-rule areas.

Meretz protests abuse
of autistic children
in religious program

Diplomat named ambassador to Egypt

MICHAL YUDELMAN

THE Meretz Party asked foe

Netanya police and mayor yester-

day to cancel a religious spectacle

which makes use of an autistic

child to persuade people to “return

to religion.”

The invitations to the women-
only show, scheduled for last

night in Netanya’s Zachor
Ledavid Synagogue, promised a
“fascinating spectacle” which
would “astound” the viewers with

its “far-reaching findings.” It was
to feature one Shulamit Gatt,

whose autistic 10-year-old daugh-
ter got her to “rediscover religion”

by means of “divine signals.”

A spokesman for the Sad organi-

zation, which put on the show, said

it consists ofa film made a year ago
in which the autistic child tells for-

tunes. He said foe organization’s

goal is to spread Judaism and it acts

according to rabbis’ rulings.

Meretz leader MK Yossi Sand
called on party activists in

Netanya to protest against the

show and try to disrupt it in any
way within legal boundaries.

Na’amat and Alut, an organization

which takes care of autistic chil-

dren, joined the protest, stating

chat foe show consists of abusing

helpless minors.

Dr. Yitzhak Kadman, chairman

of foe Children’s Welfare Council,

said in the past be bad succeeded
in canceling a number of similar

shows in Holon, Ramat Gan, Rosh
Ha’ayin and other places by advis-

ing foe police and respective may-
ors that they were illegal.

.

RESTRICTIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

Cohen criticized the derision,

saying it contradicts the recom-
mendations of a government-
appointed committee that studied

the issue of firearms and the pub-
lic. He said foe committee’s find-

ings were that such a decision was
liable to increase the use of
firearms in an irresponsible man-
ner. Cohen urgently requested that

the Interior Committee meet to

discuss tite issue.

Sinai Campaign
marked

VETERANS of the 1956 Sinai

Campaign marked the operation’s

40th anniversary last night with a
festive dinner in Tel Aviv, hosted

by The Biends of the Open
University.

National Infrastructure Minister

Ariel Sharon, who was the com-
mander of tiie paratrooper brigade

which jumped at Mitla Pass, said

it was a “daring operation.”

Arieh O’Sullivan

ZVI Maze! was named yesterday

to fill the vacant post of ambas-
sador to Egypt
MazeL who speaks Arabic and

served as a diplomat in Cairo
when Israel first established an
embassy there in 1980, is current-

ly deputy director-general for

African affairs. Previously be
served as Israel's ambassador to

Romania-
The position of ambassador to

Cairo has been vacant for several

months. Former envoy David
Sultan, who is currently ambas-
sador to Ottawa, was foe subject

of death threats amid baseless

charges in the Egyptian opposition

press, which claimed he partici-

pated in the killing of Egyptian

prisoners of war in 1967. Shortly

thereafter, Sultan moved back to

Israel and periodically traveled to

Egypt.

In another important appoint-

ment, Aharon Lopez, an Orthodox
Jew and career diplomat, was
named last night as Israel's next

ambassador to the Holy See.

Lopez, who replaces Shmuel
Hadas as Israel’s ambassador to the

Vatican, is currently Foreign
Ministry director for tire Pacific

region. Israel andfoeVatican estab-
lished diplomatic ties in 1994.

“I view relations with the

DAVID MAKOVSKY

Vatican as one of the most impor-
tant challenges for an Israeli diplo-

mat," Lopez said last night.

“Despite all the historical tag-

gage, I see tremendous potential to

develop rich and varied relations.”

When asked bow be felt as an
Orthodox Jew to be named to such
a post, Lopez declined comment.
Apart from Lopez, there were

eight other ambassadorial appoint-

ments last night at the Foreign
Ministry’s senior diplomatic
appointments committee meeting.

While none of those chosen yes-
terday are political appointees, it

should be noted that many new
plum diplomatic postings were not

filled yesterday. Among the

ambassadorial positions still

expected to be named shortly are:

United Nations, UK, Russia, and
Turkey. The UN position has been
vacant for several months, and
political appointees of the last

government remain in their posts

both in Russia and Turkey.

It is expected that many of these

appointments, along with the con-
sul-general position in New York,

will be political ones, and will

divided among people close to

Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu and Foreign Minister

David Levy.

Below is a rundown of other

ambassadorial appointmentsmade
yesterday:

Amos Nadai, ' head of the

Foreign Ministry’s human
resources division, was named to

Norway, Natan Miron, currently

deputy director-general for

Eastern European affairs, was
named envoy to Switzerland;

Yigal Entebbe, department head of
the Africa One division, was
named to Poland; David Sasson,
who just finished his tenure as
ambassador to Greece, was named
to open up the first Israeli embassy
in Yugoslavia since 1967; Alec
Millman, head of foe Russia desk,
was named to Azerbaijan; Yisrael
Mai-Ami, currently deputy chief
of mission in Alma-Ata,
Kazakhstan, was named to foe top
slot there; Ori Noi. who just com-
pleted his tenure as ambassador to
Ethiopia, was named to Chile; and
Ya’acov Braeha. who is currently
ambassador to Panama, was
named to Costa Rica.

Miriam Shomrat, Foreign
Ministry head of protocol, was
also named last night as consul-

general in Berlin, replacing a
political appointee of foe Labor
government, Ya’acov Wismonsky.

SHARM E-SHEIKH (AP)

President Hosni Mubarak criti-

cized Israel yesterday for what he

called its saber rattling, saying

Israel will not benefit from a new

Middle East war.

Mubarak was speaking to

reporters after three hours of talks

with Jordan’s King Hussein in foe

resort town. „ , _
The two leaders also called on

Israel to honor its peace commit-

ments, saying that

could destroy the entire Middle

East peace process.

Addressing a joint news confer-

ence, they repeated their view that

Europe’s role in the search for

peace in foe area could only com-

plement that of the United States,

but not replace it.

“I tall on the Israeli government

not to threaten war from time to

time, because this is a deadly busi-

ness which will damage both par-

ties,” Mubarak said in reply to a

question on requests by Israeli

security chiefs for increased

defense spending. “We must for-

get the word war if we really want

peace. It is not in foe interest of

Israel to continue to threaten wan

It is a dangerous three -lettered

word which has very grave conse-

quences."

Mubarak did not name Israel s

possible foe in a new Middle East

war. but he was apparently refer-

ring to Syria.

His warning came one day after

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordecbai said his country will,

“take the necessary steps” to

counter any Syrian move in the

Golan Heights.

“We are experiencing an uncom-

fortable atmosphere at present and

we urge everyone to be careful

and to walk the path of peace,”

said King Hussein.

Turning to Israel’s peace talks

with the Palestinians, Mubarak
said

- “Both of us are afraid of foe

situation remaining unchanged.

This could lead to foe total destruc-

tion of the [peace] process."

Hussein, referring to Israel’s

repeated assertions that it

remained committed to peace,

-said: “Commitment alone is not

enough afTd is also meaningless
- except when -everything that has

been agreed upon is carried oul”

Missing soldier’s

family sees

Arafat deputy
The family of missing soldier

Sharon Edri met yesterday with
Mahmoud Abbas. Yasser Arafat’s

No. 2, at his borne in Ramallah to
try to get some information about
what happened to the soldier. Edri
has been missing since last month,
when he disappeared after leaving
his base at Tzrifin.

The meeting was coordinated
with the Foreign Ministry. To date,
no group has taken responsibility
for Edri’s disappearance. Irim
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With deep sadness we announce the passing of

IRVING LEVINE *
Beloved father and devoted grandfather

The funeral will take place on Thursday, October 31,

two hours after the arrival of El A] flight #014 (due at

1 :50 pjn.) at Eretz Hachaim Cemetery, Shimshon Junction/

Harry Levine and family

Shiva at the Levine residence. 6 RahovRaw Ashi, Jerusalem.

(Continued from Page 1)

encourage that impression? I have
no doubt. Was it done without foe

knowledge of foe Israeli govern-
ment? I’m not so sure.” Levy
said.

He said, however, that Israel is

trying to find a formula which
would enable foe resumption of

talks with Damascus.

Meanwhile, security sources

dismissed reports from Lebanon

that Syria had moved Scud mis-

siles toward foe Bekaa Valley.

“The reports from Beirut are just

disinformation,” a security source

said.

Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani also said yes-

terday that he doubts Syria would
make any moves that could be

interpreted as threatening Israeli

civilians, and that it was more

likely Syria hoped to extract

political concessions from Israel.

“I assume that the Syrians will

ATTACK
not start attacking civilian popu-
lations, because they don’t want
us to do it to them,” Kahalani said

on Israel Radio.

However, he added that Israel is

prepared for any event. “If we
have to respond, we will

respond,” Kahalani said.

The IDF Spokesman declined
to comment on the report from
Lebanon.

On the Golan Heights yester-
day, IDF forces carried out
brigade-level maneuvers under
the eyes of the Syrians.

Hie annual Nahal Brigade exer-
cise involving armored personnel
earners and tanks was routine,
OC Central Command Mai.-Gen
Uzi Dayan said.

brigade is ready for all
kinds of missions,” Dayan said. “I

am not looking for war and I am
not foreseeing any war. We are
just training here in order to be
ready for any mission."

niPrfiST
“id *e drin was

planned a year ago, and that it is a
coincidence foe exercise ^tamg held at a time of such ten-sion with Syria.

for wsflT or '«*ing
or war. Wo are naming for rou

aid
operations'" Dayansaid. At this stage, « is prefer_able to tone down things, [bull we£do,„g Wbar we haVc ,0 d
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SATURDAY NIGHTCONCERT
"Shemesh Trio"

Kirill Mikhanovsky -Cello

Peter Schifrin - Rule
Gregory Schifrin - Piano

playing: Vivaldi, Haydn & Weber.

November 2

Concert at 20:30
Wine and Cheese at 20:00

Admission NIS 35; NIS 30 to Museum members,

.
siudents, soldier, & seniors.

P-wseds benefit The Jerusalem Post Funds.

Next concert, November IS:
^Songs from the British Wes’ with Jin Rogoff
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Jordan, Israel

discuss transport
technicalities

AMMAN (AP) — Jordanian and
Israeli transport officials opened
talks yesterday on technical and
security issues related to the move-
ment of passengers, vehicles, and
goods between the countries.
Hie talks come eight months

after the two countries signed a
transport cooperation agreement
in line with their 1994 peace treaty.
Among other things, the trans-

port agreement allows vehicles
-from both sides to cross into the
other country's territory.

Israeli and Jordanian officials
were tight-lipped about the out-
come of yesterday's 90-minute
meeting. The meeting’s agenda,
obtained from Jordanian and
Israeli officials, showed that both
sides sought to discuss technical
issues such as vehicle's insurance
cost and duration, cargo crossing
and handling fees at border points,
and removing restrictions on ferry
Ones.

Transport Ministry deputy
director-general Nahum
Langental and his Jordanian
counterpart, Issa Ayyoub, declined
to speD out what the problems
were.

uiWe started to discuss [prob-
lems],” Langental said. “We will

come to conclusion next week or
next month, we decided to take

some points _ to subcommittees.”

NEWS

Hundreds of pensioners protest

proposed budget implementation
HUNDREDS of pensioners from
around the country gathered yes-
terday in the pouring rain outside
the Knesset to call on the govern-
ment not to adopt a budget that

would harm their livelihoods.
The protest coincided with the
Knesset debate on the new bud-
get.

“Your battle is not a political

one. it is a battle for justice. You
are the ones we owe a debt to,

because it is thanks to you that we
are here today. You built the state

and created all the infrastructure.

It is unacceptable that the state

try and harm you.” Histadrut
Chairman Amir Peretz said at the

protest, which the pensioners*
branch of the Histadrut orga-

nized.

Peretz said he had asked
Finance Minister Dan Meridor to

explain how the pensioners
would be able to cover their med-
ical expenses if the budget is

implemented as is.

“Now that medications will be
more expensive, will the elderly

be pressured to use them less?

Perhaps the finance minister
thinks they will be healthier in

the wake of the new law,” Peretz

said.

Hadash MK Tamar Gozansky,

Education Ministry
adopts new system to

select bagrut subjects
BATSHEVA TSUR

THE number of high school
matriculation (bagrut) exams will

not be increased this year, but the
system for choosing which exams
will be excluded has been
changed, the Education Ministry
spokesman said yesterday.

The new system is designed to

ensure that Jewish subjects and
the humanities would not be delet-

ed from the list of subjects in

which the pupils are examined for

a period of several years, he said.

To this end, it was decided to form
three clusters of subjects: English
and mathematics: Bible and
civics; and history and Hebrew.
The computer which chooses

the subjects in which the pupils

will not be examined will be pro-
grammed so that an entire cluster

cannot disappear from the list.

However, the choice will remain
random, as in the previous two
years.

Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer said that the choice

would be made as late as techni-

cally possible so that the pupils

would continue applying them-
selves to all subjects till near die

end of the academic year. He said

that only ministry and pupilrepre-

sentatives would be on hand when
the choice is made and that a

lawyer would oversee the process.

“There will be no more festi-

vals,” he said, referring to the pub-

lic “lotteries” in which the exams
were chosen previously.

The universities have approved
the new system. Hammer added.

New BGU facility aims to fill need
for telecommunications engineers

JUDY SIEGEL

PELEPHONE and Cellcom have

had to hire 100 foreign telecommu-
nications engineers to develop their

infrastructure, because of the short-

age of Israeli engineering gradu-

ates. according to Elisha Yaxmai,

managing director of Motorola-
IsraeL

Ata ceremony marking the ded-

ication of a department for training

telecommunications systems engi-

neers at Ben-Gurion University,

Yanoai said that with the arrival ofa
third provider of cellular phone ser-

vice (soon to be selected by public

tender), the shortage of specialists

will be even more severe, reaching

about ISO.

Yannai added that the financial

activity of the world’s high-tech

industries currently totals SI trillion

a year, and 10% of the gross nation-

al product in the world is in the

telecommimitations field. In Israel,

high-tech industry totals $6 billion

in activity, expected to multiply

itself seven to 10 times by the year

2010. “With many minds like

yours, the sky will be die limit,”

Yannai told the new department’s

students.

Bezeq Director-General

Yitzhak Kaul said the need for

qualified engineers in the field of
communications requires a major
change in educational institutions,

including the establishment of sep-

arate faculties. BGU’s new depart-

ment is a “breakthrough,” and
other universities are sure to fol-

low, he added.

Forty percent of all Israeli homes
have a computer, which is a higher

rate than in Western Europe. The
average cellular phone user here

speaks three times as many minutes

as their American counterpart.

According to the brad of the

new department, Dr. Ran Gdadi,

800 applicants vied for SO places in

the department. Only 10 percent of

those accepted are women.

Hepatitis A serum available soon
JUDY SIEGEL

A SHIPMENT of 20.000 units of immune gamma globulin serum for

preventing hepatitis A in those exposed to the virus has arrived.

Ptomedico, the importer of the passive vaccine, said yesterday the vials

will be released to hospitals, health funds, and private pharmacies

immediately after they are registered and released by the Health

Ministry.
. .

‘ Gamma globulin protects against hepatitis A, a common infection

spread by direct contact or by fecal-infected food or water. It occurs

most often in kindergartens and day-care centers, as well as in large

families living under crowded conditions. Symptoms — including

weakness and the yellowing of the skin— are unpleasant, but the dis-

ease is usually followed by a complete recovery in people not suffering

from chronic illnesses. ......
•: Th^ is a worldwide shortage of rmmimfe gamma globulin, due to

the feet that it is produced from blood plasma. Because of concern that

Wood nroducts could spread AIDS and hepatitis B, gamma globulin

mnet be produced under the strictest control and supervision, and this

slows oroduction. Most countries that produce it divert supples to their

Sfa
a is a.so available. More

eipensiv^but easier to obtain than immune gamma globulin, mt mam

brnefa is that it offers life-long protection from the disease.

Internet company delivers

E-mail to Western Wall

are stuffed in the Wall s crevices

along with hand-written mes-

sages left there.

The sendee is free and avail-

able on Virtual Jerusalem s home

page at http://www.vutual.coJl.

The Religious Affairs Ministry

has operated a prayer-faxing ser-

vice to the Wall for several years.

Moskowitz said his company s

site contains the largest cotlec-

tion of Israel and Jewsh-related

material on the World Wide Web

and that it plans to broadcast a

live video picture from the

Western Wall during

to E-mail God? An Israeli

Internet company will place your

cyberspace message m the

Western-Wall.
'

^Ve are getting between 15 and

‘ft messages a day from all over

fee world.” Avi Moskowitz. presi-

dent of Virtual Jerusalem, said

yesterday. “Once a month, we go

out there, take all the prayers we

receive and deliver them to the

WalL” .

: Moskowitz, originally from

:Ntw York, said his company

d&s QOt read the E-mail, which a

computer program prints on to

«... nf Daoer that

Health Ministry
transfers
NIS 2m.

to struggling
MDA
JUDY SIEGEL

Gideon Ben-Yisrael (right)., head of the Histadrut's pensioners' branch, and hundreds of other

pensioners protest opposite the Knesset against proposed budget cuts, which the Knesset debated
yesterday. The placard calls on the prime minister to 'keep your promises.' iSarii uaeKi

Labor MK Ephraim Sneh. Meretz Shlomo Ben-Ami. and other the next election the public would
MK Anat Maor. Likud MK politicians joined the protesters. remember how they voted on the

Naomi Blumenthal. Labor MK Gozansky warned MKs that in budget. (Itim)

THE Health Ministry recently

transferred NIS 2 million to

Magen David Adorn, which has

a NIS 40m. deficit and may be

unable to pay workers their

October salaries this week.

Ministry associate director-

general Dr. Boaz Lev said the

sum is the ministry's remain-
ing debt to MDA, and that the

first-aid, ambulance, and
blood-supply organization is

still owed considerable funds
by municipalities and the

health funds.

MDA management said yes-

terday that in addition to not

having enough money to pay
salaries, “dozens” of its ambu-
lances are off the road because

it cannot afford repairs and reg-

ular maintenance. In addition,

there is a shortage of sterile

gloves and sheets, MDA said.

The MDA workers’ union
declared a work dispute on
Monday.
Lev said that the ministry

supports MDA’s demand to

become a recognized^ emer-
gency organization, like the

Fire Service, whose budget is

provided on an on-going basis

by the Treasury, bur without
employees being state workers.

MDA underwent a painful

recovery program, cutting staff

and reducing the number of

stations, a few years ago, but
according to Lev. this “did not

solve the basic funding prob-

lems.”
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WORLD NEWS

Gunmen kill 15 in

Mogadishu attack
GUNMEN throwing band

grenades killed 15 .people and

wounded more in a dnve-by attack

yesterday at a crowded intersec-

tion in south Mogadishu, witness-

es said.

The attack was the most serious

breach of the cease-fire m the

divided capital. It promises to ruui

talk of peace agreed on earlier this

month by Somalia’s three main

faction leaders.

Eight men and a woman died on

the spot after five gunmen driving

by south Mogadishu's busy

Banibah junction in a pickup truck

opened fire with machine^ guns

and threw hand grenades into a

group of passereby.

The junction is in the part of

Mogadishu controlled by militia-

men loyal to faction leader

Hussein Aidid.

Aidid condemned the attack as

“inhuman," and said he had

HAROUN HASSAN

MOGADISHU, Somalia

ordered his security forces to
arrest anyone suspected of being
behind iL

Four more people died later in
hospital, and two more died of
wounds by late yesterday as
another 15 remained in critical

condition, hospital sources said.

The attack look place shoitTy

after 1 p.m. local time. Two weeks
ago. the three faction leaders
agreed in Nairobi, Kenya, to a
cease-fire. But they had not been
able to work out the details.

The October 16 accord also called
for an ongoing dialogue on national
reconciliation, something Soma);
factions have been unsuccessfully
pursuing since the Horn of Africa
nation disintegrated into a fiefdom

of warring factions in 1991.

Rival forces loyal to faction
leader Osman Hassan AH, known
as Atto, were suspected of cany-
ing out the attack, apparently in
retaliation for the killing of three
of Atto's senior officials laze last
month.
Although Aidid did not name

Atto, his officials said privately
that they believed Atto’s forces
were responsible for the attack.
Mogadishu Is divided among

factions loyal to Aidid and Atto -
who are fighting for the control of
the southern half - and " those of
Ali Mahdi Mohammed, who con-
trols the northern half.

Hussein Aidid assumed the post
when his father, Gen. Mohammed
Farrah Aidid, died of gunshot
wounds in August. Aidid's follow-
ers blame Atto’s gunmen for shoot-
ing Gen. Aidid during an August 1

battle for the south Mogadishu sec-

tion of Medina. (AP)

After 36 hours in darkness,

2 women pulled from rubble
CAIRO (AP) - For 36 hours,

Samantha Miksche was entombed
in the darkness of a collapsed 12-

story apartment building. The
teenager beard the cries of other

survivors, the barking of search

dogs and the rumble of equipment

boring through the ruins.

Yesterday, exhausted rescue

workers pulled her and a friend

from the rubble - bruised and

bleeding, but alive.

“I’m very tired," said Miksche, a

17-year-old American from Los
Angeles whose mother was
among dozens of people still miss-

ing as the desperate search for sur-

vivors entered its third day.

In heart-wrenching scenes, hun-
dreds of people waited near the

ruins, some of them demanding
justice and others begging for their

trapped friends and relatives to

somehow leave the nibble.

A breeze carried the stench of
death over the site. Ten teenagers
sat in a circle, each reading from a
small Koran. At times, some
would cry or hug a companion,
waiting for news about relatives or
friends trapped inside.

Workers, some of whom had not
slept for 48 hours, used cranes,

shovels, picks and their bare hands
to search for survivors amid the

wreckage of lost lives - a bloodied
pillow, a blue purse, a picture

frame, even a school notebook.
“The child who was doing his

homework, what did he do to

deserve to die?" shouted a woman
who collapsed in the street

By nightfall yesterday, the tfearii

toll rose to at least 20, but dozens
more were still missing and feared

dead, police said. At least 23 sur-

vivors have been rescued since the

collapse Sunday night but until the

two women were found yesterday.

21 hours had gone by without any-
one being found alive, police said.

As many as ISO people, most of

them Egyptians, were believed ro

have been in the building’s apart-

ments and offices.

Workers pulled Miksche and her

19-year-old friend. Noha Fawzi,

after dawn from a hallway that had
not collapsed in a second-floor

apartment, which Miksche was
considering renting.

Both women could hear the

tumble of equipment removing
slabs of concrete, twisted metal

and pulverized masonry from
above them, said Noha Wagih, a
friend of Miksche’s at the hospital.

Sniffing dogs brought by
German rescue workers located

them, alerting workers who fol-

lowed their shouts for help, Wagih
said.

An injured Taleban fighter stands with others at a prisoner-of-

war camp set up by ousted Afghan government military com-
mander Ahmad Shad Masood In Borak in the Panjsher Valley

recently. Masood’s men say some 25 Pakistani soldiers are being

held at the Camp. (Reuters)

Anti-Taleban forces

make gains as

Iran hosts talks

Morey Amsterdam, comic actor

on ‘Dick Van Dyke Show’, dies
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Morey
Amsterdam, whose perfectly timed

ooe-liners earned him from vaude-

ville to the role of a wisecracking

television writer on The Dick Van
Dyke Show, died of a heart attack.

TOUR PROGRAM
of Geographical Tours / Neot Hakikar

for Jerusalem Post readers
February - June 1967

Morocco, 13 days, departing April 2, 1997

Follow the roots of the famous Jewish community. Visit

Casablanca, Rabat, Meknes, Fez, Marrakesh. Visit the High Atlas

mountain range, remote Berber tribes and villages, the Sahara desert

with its beautiful oases.

Turkey, 15 days, departing May 5, 1997

In-depth tour to the heart of Turkey from the Lycian shore via

Cappadocia to Istanbul.

Indonesia, Java and Bali,

15 days, departing Feb. 11, 1997

Visit Prambanan and Borabudur shrines in central Java, sunrise from
the crater of Bromo volcano, traditional villages, and religious and

dance festivals in Bali.

China (including the Sichuan District),

18 days, departing March 13, 1997

Beijing, Xian, Chengdu, Leshan, Emeishan, Guilin, Shanghai,

Suzhou, Hangzhou.

Greece, 10 days, departing May 12, 1997

The ancient classical kingdom combined with delightful islands,

picturesque villages, charming people and music. Epidauros,

Nafpliou, Mykine, Mystras, Olympia. Delphi, Metaora and more.

Kenya Safari. 8 days, departing Feb. 10, 1997

Visit Lake Nakaru, Mount Kenya, Masai Mara National Park.

Hungary, Slovakia, Czech Repablic - Jewish oriented tour.

15 days, departing June 17, 1997
Budapest, Bratislava (the tomb of Hatam Sofer), Golden Prague with

its synagogues, the "Golem," the Maharal, the high Tatra mountains,

Theresienstadt concentration camp, Karlsbad, etc.

The Different France. 18 days, departing June 15, 1997
Travel off the beaten track to Provence, Avignon, Pont du Gard, the

synagogue at Carpentras, Orange, Carcassonne, AJbi, Rocaxnadour,

Sarlat, Padirac cave, Bourges, the Loire Valley, Mont St. Michel.

Rouen.

Jewish Roots in Spain,

16 days, departing April 1, 1997 g
Madrid, Barcelona, Toledo, Cordoba, Granada, etc. r

Sicily, 9 days,

departing March 9, 1997

Sicily was inhabited by the Greeks, the Carthaginians, the Romans
and many others. We visit the temples in Agrigento, see the famous

Roman mosaics, and Syracuse, the city ofArchimedes.

Sinai, 4 days.

Visit: Nueba, Santa Catharina, short hikes& snorkeling.

For more information on any of the above tours,

phone or fax;

Tel. 02-622-1679, Fax. 02-623-6161

Sun. - Thur. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Ask for Nicole or Tova.

Various Hollywood reference

books listed his birthday as

December 14 in 1912 ml 1914*
making him 81 or 83. His former

co-star Rose Marie said he was 87.

“He was just a very dear sweet
man," said Marie, who played

Sally Rogers on The Dick Van
Dyke Show. “He knew every joke,

be knew every switch on every

joke. His mind was the greatest

mind that ever happened.”
Amsterdam suffered a heart

attack at home and died at Cedars

Sinai Hospital early Monday, said

hospital spokesman Ron Wise.

Bom in Chicago, Amsterdam
started in vaudeville and per-

formed in nightclubs before doing

radio in the 1930s. In the late

1940s, he moved to television.

Amsterdam played Buddy
Sorrell, part of a television writing

team that included Dick Vhn Dyke
and Marie, an the 1960s hit comedy.

“There was something ageless

with him. Probably 1 00,000 jokes
in his head went with him," Van
Dyke said.

KABUL, Afghanistan (Reuter) -
The forces of a northern alliance

have pushed back the Taleban
militia in fighting in the remote
northwest of Afghanistan, reliable

sources said yesterday.

Iran opened a conference in

Tehran to seek a solution to the

Afghan crisis, but Pakistan, a key
player in neighboring
Afghanistan, stayed away from
the talks.

The Taleban, who took Kabul a

month ago, have said their forces

captured Badghis province on the

border with Turkmenistan late last

week and were driving on
Maimana, capital of neighboring

Faryab province.

Acting Information Minister

Amir Khan Mutaqi told a news
conference yesterday that Badghis
was calm and “big changes will

happen in the north in the very

near future."

“The majority of commanders
in the north have close links with

the [Taleban] Islamic state. An
uprising will start in the north and

Dostum will be engulfed," Mutaqi
said.

But reliable sources said 2,000
men dispatched by northern

Uzbek leader Abdul Rashid
Dostum to meet the threat on a
new front had counter-attacked

successfully.

The Kabul-based sources, who
have contacts with the region, said

Dostum forces led by General

Malik, who uses only one name,
captured the town of Bala
Morghab, some 60 km inside

Badghis province on Sunday.

“Yesterday, there was fighting

near Qalaye-i-Naw," said one
source of the Badghis capital

another 80 km into the province.

“Our information is that General

Malik is still advancing.”

If Dostum could recapture

Badghis. be would be in a position

to threaten the western city of

Herat, where there is a big popula-

tion of ethnic Tajiks, cousins to the

people of Dostum ally Ahmad
Shah Masood, the ousted govern-

ment military chief.

TWA crash investigators

to scrape ocean floor

NEWYORK (Reuter) - After more
than three months searching for

clues to theTWA Flight 800 crash,

investigators said on Monday they

will scrape up the underwater crash

site in hopes of finding the key to

the July 17 disaster.

The decision to trawl the ocean

bottom, using rakes to dig up six

to 12 inches (15-30 cm) of the sea

floor, marks a turning point in the

investigation because the process

will irretrievably damage the crash

site, said Robert Francis, vice

chairman of the National
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Transportation Safety Board.

With trawling, he told a media
briefing, “you have so disturbed

the environment that the chances

of finding anything after that are

fairly minimal.”
Investigators also have decided

to rerum all of the victims’ posses-

sions to their families, said James
Kalistrom. chief FBI investigator,

at foe same briefing. Forensic test-

ing on their personal effects has

been completed, he said.

Looking weary, Francis, who
noted that the day’s media briefing

was the 86th pews conference foe

NTSB has held since the crash,

said trawling could begin by foe

end of foe week.

Seff Healing
The Secret of the
Ring Muscles

Paula Garbourg tells you how
to control your ring muscles
and free yourself from
various pains and
disturbances, including

Asthma, Migrains, Backache,
Arthritis, Impotence, Sinusitis
and Incontinence. The book
consists of an overview, case
histories and exercises.

Softccwr, 171 pp.
JP Price NIS 41.00

To: Books, The Jerusalem
Post, FOB 81, Jerusalem
91000. Tel. 02-241282.
Please send me Self-Healing,
The Secret of the Ring
Muscles. Enclosed is my
check for NIS 41 .00, payable
to The Jerusalem Post.
Credit card orders accepted

I

by phone.
j

Name *

Address

Kurd rebel

suicide bomber

hits Turkish

celebrations

\y']tVf **
• ; *

DIYARBAKIR, Turkey (Reuter) -

A Kurdish rebel suicide team

struck on Turkey's most sacrea

day yesterday, killing themselves

and four others in foe second

human bomb attack in less than a

week.
Police said a female Kurdistan

Workers Party (PKK) guerrilla

blew up an explosive device

strapped to her body when she and

another rebel were in a police car

after being detained in foe central

town of Sivas.

“We have three police martyrs,

a police spokesman told Reuters.

He said the other rebel and a civil-

ian also died.

The guerrillas had probably

planned a suicide attack during a

military parade in the town for

Tuesday's Republic Day, a nation-

al holiday that marks Turkey's

foundation in 1923.

It was the third such attack since

Kurdish rebels fighting for self-

rule in southeast Turkey launched

a campaign of suicide bombings in

July. All three bombers have been

women.
Exiled rebel leader Abdullah

Ocalan has urged his forces to turn

themselves into human bombs,
citing the suicide bombers of
Hamas as an example the PKK
should follow.

A 17-year-old PKK militant car-

rying a bomb under maternity

clothing killed herself, three

policemen and a passer-by in a

Wit tarte south-

SBisr-srs .—
purity had been stepjted up

the country m J)f

PKK disruption to yestendaj

Xon^W public was keg

, a military march m
Si Ankara attended by Prune

Minister Necmettim Erbakan and

President Suleyman

Security officials said police

had ^vented a suicide bombing

on another parade yesterday, m
the southeastern city ot

E
rS

a
^d a male PKK fighter

intending to blow himself was

arrested over the weekend.

Anatolian news agency quoted

rhe would-be bomber, named as

Abdurrahman Marangoz, as say-

ing a leading PKK commander

code-named Dr. Suleyman had

chosen him from among 100 guer-

rillas at a mountain camp for foe

task.

“Dr. Suleyman told me to carry

out a suicide attack in Diyarbakir

on October 29 for Republic Day. I

accepted the duty," it quoted

Marangoz as saying.

UN seeks satellite

photos to trace

Zaire refugees
EL1F KABAN
GENEVA

THE United Nations appealed

urgently yesterday for Western
satellite pictures to trace hundreds
of thousands of refugees who
could face death as they flee eth-

nic conflict in eastern Zaire.

Augustine Mahiga, regional

coordinator for the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees, said

his agency had no access to up to

400,000 Rwandan Hutus cut off in

north of Goraa region and 300,000
on the run in Uvira and Bukavu
further south.

He told a news conference that

UNHCR and aid agencies, which
have pulled out of Bukavu and
Uvira because of a lack of securi-

ty, had no way of knowing what
foe refugees were up to.

“We have requested govern-
ments to give us satellite informa-

tion- The first response was very
positive,” said Mahiga.
A UNHCR spokesman said the

US government was among those
approached for satellite informa-
tion.

The refugees are fleeing clashes
between ethnic Banyamulenge
Tutsi fighters and Zaire’s unpaid
troops, notoriously more interest-

ed in looting than in fighting.
Many Rwandans killed or
watched others kill during 1994

’

s
Hutu-led genocide of Tutsis.

In^ Brussels, the European
Union’s aid commissioner Emma
Bonino said one million people
could die in Zaire and called for
swift action to avert disaster.

Zaire's sick and absent presi-

dent, Mobutu Sese Seko, placed

the east of his country under mili-

tary rule yesterday. But it was not

clear whether Mobutu, in

Switzerland for medical treatment,

had the clout to win back lost ter-

ritory quickly.

In foe meantime, as pictures of
columns of refugees moving in tea

plantations fill Western television

screens, there have been no credi-

ble witness accounts of the fight-

ing.

Banyamulenge fighters are
reported to have seized large parts

of eastern Zaire in a lightning
advance. Zaire has accused
Rwanda of invading. Rwanda's
Tutsi-dominated government
which took power after the geno-
cide of 1994 has denied the
charge.

Mahiga said 300,000 Rwandan
and Burundian Hutu refugees
were moving south of Uvira and
100,000 moving north towards
Bukavu.

As the crisis unfolds, Mahiga
said UNHCR had had no direct
contact with Mobutu, who has
been undergoing prostate cancer
treatment in Switzerland since
August and is living in a luxury
hotel m Lausanne on the shores of
Lake Geneva.

Mobutu’s prolonged absence
has raised fears among European
politicians and diplomats that the
mineral-rich Central African
nation could disintegrate. (Reuter)
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Chirac challenges the US role in the Middle East
FRENCH President Jacques

Chirac’s tour of the Middle East
stressed the Gauiiist leader's

aspirations to playing a superpower
•# role m the region. For as long as this

was reflected in the media, he was
achieving his target. For the First time
in many years France was regarded by
the world media as a superpower chal-
lenging US hegemony in the area.
A deeper study into the nature of his

visit also reveals that the real attitude
of the Arab countries towards Chirac’s
position raises doubts about whether
Paris can actually join Washington as
mediator in the area.

Israeli refusal io accept France as a
mediator, due to its open pro-Arab dec-
larations, is understood. But careful
readings into the positions of Arab
countries cannot be encouraging to
France either.

'

Chirac decided
-

to commence his tour
f in Damascus. The Syrian leadership

was certainly flattered by this decision,
and may consider it as a token that

France regards Syria as a pivotal
power. "Hie ensuing French presidential
declarations, however, made it clear to

ANALYSIS
PINHAS INBARI

9?C
Sarir*

>12

President Jacques Chirac during
his Middle East tour, in Jerusalem.

(Brian Handler)

Damascus that they should not expect
anything new from this visit.

The declared principle of self-deter-

mination for Middle Eastern nations
appeared favorable to the Palestinians,

but. speaking in general terms. Chirac
was not careful enough to limit the

principle to the Palestinians, which
could raise hopes with the Kurds who
are now struggling to achieve the same
goal. As much as the Kurds may notice

the French attirude. all other regional
powers, including Turkey and Iraq, will
watch it with concern.
Chirac’s visit to Beirut annoyed

Damascus further, when at a meeting
with students at the French- Cultural
Center, he announced that he favored a

Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon.
President Chirac was warmly

received by the Palestinian Authority.

But while' French declarations were
staunchly pro-Palestinian, a careful
reading of his address to the Palestinian

Legislative Council may reveal diffi-

culties with the Palestinians as well.

Chirac stressed the need to encourage
democracy in the PA as a factor for

promoting economic development and
reducing violence in the area. In this

appeal he hinted at the serious difficul-

. ties between the donor countries,
prominent amongst them the European
countries, and the PA.
Although the donor countries are

interested in having their financial sup-

port for the Palestinians invested in the

economy, the PA prefers to divert it into

establishing its military force.

These differences are real, not super-
ficial. and as Europe is interested in

transforming the Middle East into civil

and prosperous communities - to srop
immigration to Europe and to reduce
fundamentalist emotions around the
Mediterranean - the economic support

to the Palestinians is regarded by the

Europeans as especially important. The
failure of this support may have serious
consequences on the overall European
policy in the Middle East.

This point was further emphasized in

Beirut. Chirac reprimanded the

Syrian President Hafez Assad:
Flattered by Chirac’s visit to

Damascus, annoyed by his visit to

Beirut. (Reuter, file photo)

Maronite students for not participating

in the Lebanese elections, which were
important for creating an atmosphere to

enable the return of the emigrant

Lebanese community back home from

their diaspora.

In his address to the Palestinian

Legislative Council. Chirac only

implied French concern about the fun-

damentalist sentiments, whereas in

Amman he was more specific: He
stressed that there is no .conflict

between the West and Islam. His

speech was welcomed with applause —

including by Moslem Brethren deputies

- but his embrace of Arafat annoyed

both the Moslem Brethren in Amman
and the Jordanian government. They
treated their guest well, but since he

showed preference to the PA, he cannot

expect an exchange from Washington

to Paris.

To sura up: Chirac’s tour reminded us

that Europe has vital interests in the

well being of and peace process in the

Middle East.

Bul. in this complicated area, bal-

ances should be carefully measured.
Challenging the US raises national

esteem in France, but in reality, it may
turn our to be counter-productive to

real European interests.

UN aid agencies
alarmed at Iraqi

malnutrition
EVELYN LEOPOLD

UN aid agencies expressed
alarm on Monday at the

lack of food, medicine
and clean water in Iraq. They
estimated that 4.500 children
were dying monthly, partly
because of stringent trade sanc-
tions.

Of the S39.9 million requested
in a September appeal, only 4
percent (SI.6 million) was
received, from the Netherlands
and from France, according to

Yasushi Akashi,: the undersecre-
tary-general for humanitarian
affairs.

Carol Bellamy, the director of
UNICEF, told a news conference

that 4.500 children under five

were dying each month from
hunger and disease and some
“modest financing** at least was
needed. - . .

UNICEF officials .later said

that this figure was given by:
foe

Iraqi government but neverthe-

less was an indication of the cri-

sis. Other humanitarian groups
said 4,500 appeared -valid.

According to Catherine Bertini,

director of the UN World Food
Program, “The humanitarian sit-

uation throughout Iraq is dismal,

and with the onset of winter, will

become critical for tens of thou-

sands of women, children and
other Iraqis who already are liv-

ing well below the poverty
level”.

Bertini said she needed SI

9

million for 2.1 million “highly

vulnerable" people, including

900,000 war widows, 180,000
malnourished children under five

and 200,000 pregnant or nursing

mothers. UNICEF needs $10
million for essential medicine
and nutritional supplements for

children.

Akashi stud that one reason for

the paucity of funds was the

expectation that an oil-for-food

plan would go into effect shortly.

This arrangement, still to be
implemented, allows Iraq to sell

S2 billion worth of oil to pur-

chase food, medicine and other
- necessities in scarce supply since

UN sanctions were imposed in

August 1990.

In Washington, State

Department spokesman Nicholas

Bums reacted coolly to the
reports. He said the administra-
tion has long felt the Iraqi people
had suffered because of President

Saddam Hussein's rule, ‘if he
started taking some of that per-

sonal fortune and maybe spend-
ing it on his own population, then

I think the Iraqi people would be
better off. And if he hadn’t
thrown roadblocks in the way.
UN resolution 986 [setting out

the oil-for-food plan] could have
gone forward long ago," Bums
added. He said that US officials

would review the data from aid

agencies.

Human i tarian goods are

exempted from the sanctions but

Iraq, has said that, the impact of
the embargoes on its infrastruc-.

ture has added to the disastrous

situation.

The latest delay in implement-
ing the oil-for-food deal came
after Iraq insisted on curbing the

freedom of movement for UN
staff, limiting their numbers and
choosing local personnel to work
with the UN.
Both Bertini and Bellamy said

their staffs had encountered no
difficulties.

Akashi said Iraq’s UN envoy,

Nizar Hamdoon, told him that

these issues could be resolved if

the Security Council's sanctions

committee would approve a new
oil pricing formula under which
various types of petroleum would
be sold.

Iraq, last Thursday, submitted a
new formula. Its previous one, in

August, was approved by ail

committee members except the

US, which gave no reason for its

delay.

The new appeal for Iraq was
from October to December, and
would be suspended or re-exam-
ined if the oil-for-food plan were
implemented, Akashi said. It was
to cover more than 7 million peo-

ple in all parts of Iraq. (Reuter)

Germans say they found
Alexandria’s royal quarter

- A RCHEOLOGISTS based
7% in Germany said- recently

X ;A.they had discovered traces

_ofthe royal quarter of the ancient

city of Alexandria, where Mark
: Antony wooed Cleopatra, the last

pharaoh of an independent Egypt.

They said in a faxed statement

that a team led by marine arche-

ologist Franck Goddio had found

the quarter in the eastern harbor

ofthe Egyptian city.

But they declined to give

details until a news conference by

Goddio in Alexandria on

November 3. , _ .

.'Marine archeologists led by

fcuchrnan Jean Yves Empereur

have been retrieving ancient stac-

oary from the northwestern cor-

ner of the eastern harbor, close to

where the Pharos or lighthouse

stood in classical times.

Textbooks say the palace enclo-

sure was built on al-Silsilah, a

promontory dial marks the east-

ern edge of the eastern harbor, but
no remains are visible on land

today.

Alexandria was built for the

Macedonian warrior Alexander
the Great from the late fourth
century BCE.
The Ptolemies, a dynasty

founded by one of bis generals,

ruled Egypt from the city until die

Roman invasion and it remained

the capital of the country until the

Arab conquest in the seventh cen-

tury CE. (Reuter)
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Czech president Vaclav Havel meets in Prague with Princess TharwaL the wife of the.Jordanian
Crown Prince Hassan, during her official visit to his country. (Reuter)

Kabul’s warzone zoo a going concern

THE only visitorsjo Kabul’s

shell-shocked zoo
., .

* these

days are'kids vqth no school

to go to and Taleban fighters arriv-

ing noisily in commandeered pick-

ups for a break from the front line.

Caught in the middle of factional

fighting a few years ago, Kabul zoo

does not have much left to offer.

The entrance is an unprepossessing

archway off one of Kabul's most
heavily-bombed streets.

In the courtyard, a mangy dog as

gray as the tarmac lies in the sun

recovering from injuries sustained

when he was mauled in the lion’s

lair a few days ago.

Nome seems too sure how be got

there, but die dog seems used to it

like mostofthe animals here, bewas
wounded during die shelling Kabul

has endured on and offfor years.

The Islamist Taleban now rule

the capitaL but an alliance - which
includes die ousted government -

is again within shelling range.

This is not welcome news for the

zoo or its keepers Naqibullah, 30,

and Mohammed Aqbar, who says

be “might be about 50" years old.

“We need to take care of these

animals. It's a saying of the Lord
that we should look after human
beings and animals,” says

Naqibullah, who has been working

here for seven years.

Throughout the zoo are signs of

destruction wrought by the coun-

try’s civil wanThe main building is

just a pockmarked shell, its con-

crete beams arched to the ground,

the first floor entirely blasted from
artillery firing from a nearby hill.

The dilapidated cages and over-

grown enclosures bear little resem-

blance to a 1976 guidebook which

describes a zoo “built accenting to

modem concepts," offering an

aquarium, zoological museum, a

home to yaks, a tiny wildcat, owls,

Chinese pheasants, two chim-

panzees. kangaroos, raccoons, and

- i • ; ,vf • ‘ .»«,•

JEREMY WAGSTAFF.

an Indian elephant

Aqbar says all these have gone,

although the Indian government in

1992 offered a replacement when
the elephant was killed by a rocket.

“India wanted to donate an ele-

phant but as we don't have any-

where to put it now and we could-

n't afford the SI 6,000 freight, we
had to say no," he says ruefully.

It may be just as well. Those ani-

mals that have survived years of

bombardment and hardship do not

look in good shape. One of the

bears-still carries shrapnel in a paw.

The male lion became blind after

a man, taking revenge for when it

mauled a cousin who entered the

den on a dare, threw a grenade in

his face. Only the monkeys seem
•playful enough, leaping around
their cage as Taleban fighters and
children watch. Naqibullah mildly

cuffs a youngster for teasing one of

the monkeys.
The worst damage was caused

between 1992 and 1994, the two

keepers say, when they had to dig a

trench from the river so they could
creep in to feed the animals as the

zoo was in the middle of a firee-fire

zone. “I remember when I wanted

to bring meat for the animals but

because of the intensity of the fir-

ing I was not even able to cross the

road." says Naqibullah.

Of 95 animals and birds the zoo
boasted in 1983, only a handful
re-main, including four Afghan rab-

bits, two Afghan geese, two

Afghan monkeys, one Afghan fox.

three Afghan bears and an Afghan
pig. which at 20 years old is the

zoo's oldest resident

The last Afghan deer perished

two years ago, either from shrapnel

wounds or through theft by a hun-

gry neighbor.

The last member of the bird

enclosure, a vulture, died two
months ago. although in a nearby
cage two Afghan geese still appear

alive ‘and weU, squawking at a rare

visitor.

Aqbar, who has been with the

zoo for 17 years, says it is a far cry

from the zoo's heyday, when it

played host to up to 3.000 visitors a

day. Now it is lucky to get 20, most
ofthem gun-toting Taleban looking

for a distraction from war.

“The Taleban are not from Kabul
but they have heard of the zoo, so

they want to see it,” be says, as sev-

eral bearded fighters emerge from
behind the tinted glass ofajeep and
wander around, toying with a cou-

ple of foxes before leaving.

Both he and Naqibullah have
dreams of returning the zoo to its

former glory wife government and
foreign help. “Only ifwe have peace
and if Afghans are united again can
the zoo be rebuilt," Aqbar says. He
has made a start for the past two
weeks he has been rebuilding a
shack he says he hopes could be
used to sell refreshments to viators.

But for now things look bleak.

There is no running water and no
electricity. The Taleban administra-

tion provides food for the animals

but forsome reason an entrance fee

is no longer charged.

There is no sign of assistance

from foe foreign zoos Kabul used

to exchange species with.

Aqbar himself sleeps on the

premises, inside the charred ruin of
the main building, which sports lit-

tle more than the horns of a Marco
Polo deer and graffiti extolling the

virtues of Masood's forces, a relic

of previous fighting.

"I feel extremely' sad about this

place. I have spent part of my life

nurturing these animals. What has

happened is very shocking to me,"
Aqbar says, his daric, gray-bearded

face looking around mournfully.

(Reuter)
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No looking allowed for

Sudan’s men, women
MOHAMED OSMAN

THE city government in

Khartoum has issued a

wide-ranging law designed

to enforce foe separation of men
and women in public places and

ban certain practices perceived as

un-Islamic.

A new "public order law," which
was made public this month,
requires physical barriers between

men and women at such social

events as weddings, parties and
picnics, and orders that they not sit

feeing each other.

It also requires buses to display a

verse from foe Koran asking

Moslems to not look at members of

foe opposite*sex. The law specifies

streets roust be well-lit to prevent

couples from escaping into the

darkness.
The law, issued by foe Khartoum

Council, did not say what the pun-

ishments would be. but foe tone

was reminiscent of Iran’s enforce-

ment of strict Islamic laws after foe

1979 revolution. The council urged

a media campaign to explain the

law to foe public.

The law was apparently inspired

by President Omar el-Bashir’s

Moslem fundamentalist govern-

ment Sharia, or Islamic law. was
adopted in Sudan in 1983, but it

was given a new thrust when el-

Bashir took power in a bloodless

coup in 1989.

However, an earlier attempt to

enforce what the government saw
as Islamic dress forwomen— wear-
ing the veil to cover the hair - was
rejected by Sudanese women, who

did not want to give up their color-

ful “lobes," flowing gowns similar

to Indian saris.

The new law does not enforce

wearing the veil, but it ordered

women working in restaurants not

to wear jewelry or perfume.

Women who do late-night shop-

ping must be accompanied by a

male relative.

There were also other require-

ments. Men should cover their

bodies well, apparently not to cre-

ate temptation, and not lurk outside

girls’ schools.

Women cannot sit near the driver

on buses. Male students must be

separated from females in private

schools, as they already are in pub-

lic schools.

Card playing is prohibited in pub-
lic in line with Islamic strictures on
gambling. Women's sporting

events must be held in private, and
foe athletes cannot wear tight-fit-

ting clothes. Women performing

Sudanese folk dances must wear
long, loose-fitting costumes.

Bashir’s government has

exempted Sudan's - southern

-

Christians from Islamic law&and
consideration is being gjven- ! fo

extending the exemption to

Christians in the Moslem-majority
north.

The adoption of foe strict law by
the city government in foe capital

raised foe prospect that other

Moslem-majority cities would
adopt similar laws. However, it

was not clear such a move was
planned CAP)
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Shahak’s complaint

C
HIEF of General Staff Arauon Lipkin-

Shahak chose the unlikely setting of a

highly ceremonial and exceptionally

emotional event - Yitzhak Rabin’s first annual

memorial - in order to lament what he sees as

the decline of public respect for the IDF. .

Shahak’s speech, in which he expressed a

longing for. an ostensibly better past when civil-

ians admired dedicated soldiers rather than

high-flying real estate dealers or ski-vacation-

ing stock brokers, may have been witty, frank,

and romantic — but it also reflected tbe army's

ongoing failure to fully gauge the burden it

habitually places on the shoulders of Mr. and

Mrs. Israeli, and to adjust itself to changing

times.

While one can hardly blame Israel’s top sol-

dier for harboring evidently bitter feelings in

face of increasing public criticism of tbe mili-

tary, the fact nevertheless remains that much of

the blame for the IDF's dwindling stature lies

with the army itself.

There were times when the IDF epitomized

the idealism, sophistication, and improvisation

which made a young and confident Israel the

subject of universal admiration. But that era,

which peaked in the stunning victory of the Six

Day War, came to an abrupt end in 1973, when
a flabbergasted Israel learned, tbe hard way, that

its generals were not necessarily invincible

geniuses.

Surely, one cannot take lightly Shahak’s insin-

uation that the public's attitude toward its pro-

tector has come full circle three decades after

military leaders, army units, and battle tales

were celebrated here in songs, films, and
parades.

Indeed, Shahak’s complaint reflects real and
severe problems, and he cannot be expected to

find comfort in the fact that his predicament is

part of a much broader, post-ideological world

which clearly transcends the IDF and Israel.

In practical terms, after nearly half a century

.

of existence the IDF’s traditional material chalr
lenges have given way to human-resource

dilemmas.

Unlike.the early 1950s, when it was financial-

ly strapped, the IDF is now backed by a sizable

and solid economy which can meet its major

needs. Unlike the 1960s, when it was shorn of
committed foreign support, it is now deeply tied

to the US and other armies. And unlike subse-

quent periods, when it repeatedly skirmished

with neighboring armies and lived under the

constant threat of a hostile superpower’s mili-

tary clout, it now benefits from two-and-a-half

peace treaties and a far more benign interna-

tional arena.

It is against this obviously positive backdrop
that the array now must forget the times when
procurement-related challenges dominated its

agenda, and focus instead on redefining its

recruitment strategies and tactics.

Here, the key to treating Shahak’s complaint
lies in revolutionizing reserve duty, that part of
the army which he and his colleagues in the

general staff are least familiar with. This is for
the simple reason that they were never them-
selves in the positions of civilians who * help-
lessly face a system which repeatedly, if inad-
vertently, shuts their businesses or disrupts their

- studies, and disconnects them from their farm,

lies.

The IDF’s reserve corps, which to
foreign publications numbers some half a mil-
lion citizens up to the age of 50, is a unique phe-
nomenon in the democratic, developed world.
Boro out of die constraints of a minn^^ lr

society surrounded by belligerent enemies, and
having contributed decisively to the IDF's most
impressive victories, the reserve corps ultimate-
ly became a permanent fixture in die army’s
operational philosophy. Apparently, it seldom
occurred to IDF planners that by routinely and
severely disrupting the lives of hundreds of
thousands of twenty-, thirty-, and forty-some-
thing citizens it might be gradually annoying
them beyond what they would be willing to tol-

erate.

Yet.reality has proven that even a law-abiding
and nationally conscious citizenry does not

blindly obey the orders of its military and polit-

ical leaders when these lose touch with reality.

While they willingly sacrificed their time,

money, and even lives under the circumstances

of the Cold War era, today’s reservists wonder
what rationale can justify their being called for

continued and prolonged periods of reserve

duty; when the IDF is - by its own admission —
swamped by unprecedentedly large intakes of
18-year-old recruits, due to the recent waves of
immigration.

The army must also understand that two gen-

erations of reserve duty have left many of this

society’s parents sufficiently exhausted to cease

encouraging their children to follow in their

own footsteps by joining combat units.

With this in mind, the IDF will understand
^better why an ever increasing number .of .its_

.young officers are new immigrants from the

post-communist world, descendants of
'immigrants from Middle Eastern countrieST

:

or religious Zionists - namely those whose
parents were not among the army’s historic

elite.

And so, rather than lament the public’s

fatigue, the IDF would do better to readjust its

manpower policies to the changing times, by
drastically slashing reserve duty, enlisting a
maximum of youngsters to the regular army
(where service should be gradually shortened to

two years), and granting combat soldiers real

incentives, such as a minimum-wage monthly

salary and full tuition for three years of higher

education.

Such an army, though comprising fewer
troops serving a shorter period than is currently

required, would be better motivated and more
dedicated and would command the greater

respect it deserves. And dedication, not quanti- .

ty, has traditionally led tbe IDF to victory, as

Shahak would surely agree.

“No thanks, just something cold...”

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
POLICE

Sir, - It seems incredible that both
the world and the peace lobbyists in

Israel should support any attempt to

legitimate the bearing of automatic
weapons by the police of either sfde.

The “strong police force” agreed
upon at Camp David did not explic-

itly spell out that the police bad to be
better armed than, shall we say, the

British police, none of whom cany
even pistols. Only a small elite force

appropriately armed can be called

upon and authorized to operate in

special circumstances.

In the light of the Goldstein mas-
sacre and the PLO police firing on
Israelis, surely the lesson to be
learnt by Arafat, the peace lobbyists
and the Israeli authorities is tbe few-
er guns around the better. In the

wake of the Dunblane massacre, the

British Home Secretary has pro-
posed the most restrictive gun laws
of any country, outlawing die keep-
ing of any private guns in the home,
but only in authorized dubs. And
yet Arafat is fighting for automatic
rifles and will not even settle for
pistols by the police of both sides,

refusing to disarm his trigger-happy

civilian militias. '

Surely it is high time that every
effort should be made, including
suitable legislation by the Palestin-

ian Authority and the Knesset, to

outlaw the ownership of lethal

weapons. There is far too much glo-

rification of guu toting m both the

ARMS
Israeli and Arab world. We, and I

refer to both the secular and Sab-

bath-observing Israelis, have forgot-

ten the tradition both share -the

Mishna in Tractate Shabbat “A
man may not go out on tbe Sabbath

bearing a sword, a bow, shield, club

or spear... R. Eliezer says: They are

ornaments and therefore may be

worn, but the Sages say. They are a

badge ofshame, as it is said (Isaiah

2,4): “They shall beat their swords

into pruning hooks; nations shall not

lift up sword against nation, neither

shall they learn the arts of war

anymore.”
Perhaps the sight of unarmed po-

lice in both Israel and the autono-

mous territories will do more to pac-

ify the country in general and
Hebron in particular than any other

security arrangements.

If indeed such a scenario is utopi-

an, perhaps the grim reality is that

Israel is not facing a one-time ene-

my who is sincerely committed to

peace and non-violence but one who
is irretrievably committed, along

with most of the Arab world, to

eventually liquidating the Zionist

entity, as it is indeed spelled out in

the PLO covenant and as would ap-

pear on the surface, at least, from the

military uniform that Arafat consis-

tently wears. The question is, are we
facing the peace of the brave or the

peace of the grave?

ARYEH NEWMAN
Jerusalem.

CONVOLUTED PRIORITIES
Sir,— It is sad to think that Amir is

getting his way. Killing Rabin paved

the way for Netanyahu, which has

given us tbe mess we are in now.

Either Israel must recognize tbe Pal-

estinians and let them create a state

in the West Bank and Gaza, or it

must continue to subjugate them
indefinitely.

If it is so vital to the Jewish peo-

ple that a few zealots stay in Hebron,

sacrificing the peace and harmony in

the region, then let us fighL If the

idea is that land is more sacred than

peace, then let us fighL If, in order to

be a whole people, we must control

a tomb, then let us fight «

The priorities of the present gov-

ernment are completely convoluted.

Netanyahu will be remembered as

man who destroyed a glimmer of

hope.' Congratulations, Amir.

HADLEY STERN
Providence, Rhode Island.

.MOSHE ZAK

A lot of needless fuss

I
T WAS with bated breath that

Prime Minister Netanyahu
waited for tbe end of the six-

month period since the decision to

change tbe Palestinian Covenant
Now tbe six months are over

and he is categorically demanding
that the Palestinian juridical com-
mittee be convened in order to

change the paragraphs that contra-
dict the agreement with IsraeL
Taken at face value, this is quite

legitimate. In fact, however, it is a
ridiculous and superfluous
demand, one that grants too much
importance to tbe PLO’s internal

legislative process, a process
which is none of our business.

Not for nothing did the Yariv-
Shemtov formula ignore tbe

Palestinian 'Covenant, determin-

ing [back in 1973] that Israel

would negotiate with any
Palestinian element that recog-
nized it. that accepted Security

Council resolutions 242 and 338,

and denounced terrorism.

The Palestinian Covenant is a
pathetic, outdated document It

was our belief that if the PLO
actually committed itself to an
agreement with Israel, then
explaining . how its covenant
jibed with that agreement would
be its own 'problem and no one
else’s.

It was clear to everyone that any
pmty willing to talk to the PLO
did not ascribe very much signifi-

cance to the covenant; equally

clear that anyone who didn’t

believe in talking to tbe PLO
wouldn’t change its mind just

because tbe PLO had decided to

abrogate the covenant It would
view the abrogation as mere “win-
dow dressing.”

Even so, during tbe Oslo dis-

cussions it was agreed that revi-

sion of tbe covenant would be
one of the PLO’s commitments to

Israel.

This undertaking, included in a
letter written by Yasser Arafat

and not as part of the Oslo accord
itself, did not involve a time-

frame, since the revision required

YOSSl BEILIN

tbe” support of two-thirds of the

Palestine National Council.
The assessment was that at the

time, the letter was written, there

was no such majority yet in favor

of the revision.

Since then, revision of the
covenant has become tbe Likud’s

chief battering ram against tbe

Rabin government.
“How is it that the covenant

hasn’t been revised, and when

The premier should

leave the Palestinian

Covenant where it

belongs, among his

election campaign

memorabilia

will it be revised?” leaders on die

right ask again and again.

After -elections for the

Palestinian Authority were over
and those elected became pan of
the Palestine National Council,

and after Israel agreed to enable
any member of tbe council to

enter tbe territories, the PNC con-
vened in April this year and deter-

mined that all tbe paragraphs in

tbe covenant chat contradicted tbe

agreement with Israel were can-

celed, and that a special commit-
tee would convene within six

months to prepare a new version

of the covenant.

The Likud leadership didn’t

believe the PLO.capable of mak-
ing such a far-reaching decision.

To them the revision came as a
shock, and they clutched at any
bizarre expression of opinion just

so as not to have to face up to tbe

transformation the PLO had
undergone - the one. by the way,

they had been insisting upon all

along.

FROM Israel’s standpoint, how-
ever, the PLO has fulfilled its

obligation.

Whether its juridical committee
convenes in another year, two
years or not at all is its own prob-

lem.

For our part, die historic deci-

sion in which almost alt elected

members of die PNC determined

that tbe paragraphs that contra-

vene the agreement with Israel are

irrelevant is the symbolic and sig-

nificant one.

Something funny happened to

the leaders of the Likud.

The same political body that so
opposed negotiating with the

PLO and consistently maintained
its opposition even after the Oslo
accords were signed; the same
'body that continues to demon-
strate such lack of trust in the

Palestinians, is prepared to attach

significance to some internal

committee which will convene in

order to rewrite a few para-

graphs.

This is what wifi cause someone
to trust tbe PLO? Again, as with
the covenant itself, those who see

tbe PLO as a partner do not need
it, while those who don’t believe,

the PLO to be a partner will cer-

tainly view anything such a com-
mittee comes up with as a huge
bluff.

If tbe prime minister is still

looking for excuses to tarry on the

road to peace, he will regard even
one as lame as this as a real wind-
fall.

But if he really means to

progress toward peace he would
do well to leave the covenant
affair where it belongs, among his

election campaign memorabilia.
No one is about to take his vic-

tory away from him. The only
question is what he’s going to do
with ft.

The writer, a former minister, is

a Labor MK.

PERVERSION OF
RELIGIOUS JUDAISM
Sir, - When one shows the seeds

of hatred and observes the growth of

violence and then is forced to reap

the harvest of murder and assassina-

tion, one cannot maintain that all

one did was throw seeds on the

ground, not intending that anything

grow.
The “sacred” concept of democ-

racy - that free speech permits one

to say absolutely anything - is noth-

ing but a contorted fallacy. Had peo-

ple specifically’ stated that Rabin

must be done away with, I am sure

that even the greatest protagonists of

democracy would agree that speech

of this nature is unacceptable. Sure-

ly then, speech of a nature that leads

many individuals to believe that Ra-

bin should be done away with is just

as forbidden. Can’t these numerous
rabbis develop the minimal amount
of sensitivity to realize that their

incessant incitement against Rabin

led many people to believe that he

should be “eradicated”?

Remember the whining by the

rabbis about the “witch-hunt”

against them? “We haven’t done

anything wrong. We are not to

blame tor anything at all Look at our

record. We do not breed convicts.

No drug addicts stem from our edu-

cation system. Our entire method of

upbringing is pure and positive and

99 percent of our results are a suc-

cess and a blessing to society!” All

this is perfectly true - except for the

remaining 1 percent, which is

preaching hatred and is poisoning

the 99 percent of beautiful success.

This is what we, the religious com-

munity, have to acknowledge to do,

a soul-searching dial we keep refus-

ing to admit is so imperative.

if we could only try not to just

fear and revere God, but also to love

Him, it would become crystal clear

that many of the things we say and

do are abhorrent.

MIKE GLAZER
Ganei Tikva.

Watching what we sing

I
first heard the “Song to
Peace” at a Bnei Akfva camp
in 1972. in France.

Amid the tranquility of the
French Alps, in a gathering of the

movement's members from ail

over Europe, youth leaders from
Israel taught us tbe latest in

Israeli songs aimed at strengthen-

ing the emotional link between us
and the country with which we
identified.

I vividly recall the depth of
feeling we experienced as we
translated and understood the
inner meaning of a song in

Hebrew yearning for peace.
How proud we were made to

feel. A country that had per-
formed tbe mightiest of military

feats, as secure as it was ever

likely to be, could at the same
time create songs extolling peace
and brotherhood.
The spiritual leader of this all-

European gathering, another
emissary from Israel, actively

joined in the hiking and the
singing. As so many of his stu-

dents over the years remember,
tow could equal the spirituality

that transfused the “secular*
songs .sung by our spiritual guru
of that time. Rabbi Haim
Druckman.
But the “Song to Peace” has

become controversial. For mem-
bers of the Betar and Bnei Alova
youth movements, it is no longer

a song which can be freely sung.

Rabbi Druckman and hi$ fellow

educators forbid the singing of
die song.

It is now perceived as defeatist

because it acknowledges die fact

that military victory does not nec-

essarily bring long-term security

or stability. It “belongs” to the

Left. Worst of all, it is pro-peace.

True, Meretz wasn’t doing the

song any favors when it pur-
chased the sole rights to it.in the
election campaign and thus virtu-

ally hijacked it for sectoral polic-

DAVID NEWMAN
ical objectives.

But this was the song Yitzhak
Rabin, that dour politician, was
seen singing minutes prior to his

assassination. What more appro-
priate memory to the man could
there be than to recall tins mov-

There is something

wrong with a society

which censors

songs for peace

ing moment?
The “Song to Peace” isn’t the

only song to have clashed with a
self-appointed political censor. A
similar fate awaited many of the
songs composed in the immediate
aftermath of the Yom Kippur
War.
How many of us remember the

beautiful but mournful words to
the song “If Only It Could Be”
{Lu Yehi) or tbe mother’s prayer
beseeching that “This Should Be
the Last War” our children fighL
These songs were perceived as

being too negative. They were
vilified by both the righr wing
and the anny corps, which pre-
ferred that we sing about glory
and victory on tbe battlefield and
not about the deep yearning for
the end of bloodshed.
Such songs would, it was

lnly wcaken national
morale. The result would be a
decreased desire to fight and sac-
rifice for the homeland.

THERE IS something wron?
which cenTo"!

songs for peace. There is some-
thing wrong with a youth move-
nient whose leaders perceive the
desire for peace as a threat to the

values they are attempting to
impart to their charges.
There is something wrong with

leaders, especially spiritual lead-
ers, for whom the concept of
peace has to be weighed up with
other tangible political objec-
tives, relegating it to only sec-
ondary significance.

In my generation, the Bnei
Akiva movement did a magnifi-
cent job in bringing hundreds of
committed youth from the luxury
and freedom of the free world to
make aliya to Israel. The move-
ment spoke to so many; it bridged
so many gaps.
But in the past 20 years it has

become narrow and insular
besotted with a territorial ideolo-
gy that makes all other values
uteludmg peace and the sanctity
of human life, recede into
insignificance.

If my children were to “break
ranks

^
and sing the “Song to

Jf*
c
,

e
u ^ Ies

H1 memory of
Yitzhak Rabin, their youth lead-
erlwould frown on them.
Bnei Akiva’s refusal to allow

ite members to sing a beautifuland meaningful pro-peace songonly goes to show to what depth!
the movement has sunk.

K

Singing a song has now become
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Sta£mcnl' which means
it needs to be scrutinized cen-sored, and, in some cases banned

ft is time for BneiAkiva ’s i^ereto switch emphasis and staiTdSsemmatmg the message ofpeace asa supreme, spiritual. mess^T
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-j-qSNI Mubarak’s declare-Hr hc w»n

’showing the

PLO leader, by example, how he

territorial withdrawal - «t0fe

the present crisis blows o*cr-

Mubarak’s threat to Israel that

he won’, meet with

become quite used to hiscon.m-

ued refusal to visit Israel (his

promises to Yitzhak Rab“
“J*

Shimon Peres notwithstanding),

and can manage very well with-

out the honor. .

One could say that as far as this

matter is concerned. Israeli mdit-

ference has deflated the balloon

of Egyptian threats.

That isn’t to say the threats

have no impact on our negotia-

tions with the Palestinian

Authority. And there lies the rea-

son Mubarak goes on making

these threats.

What he very definitely does-

n't want’ is a settlement to the

Arab- Israeli conflict that

excludes him. He can t stomach

tbe idea of the American Dennis

Ross and not the Egyptian

Osama el-Baz walking off with

the credit for mediating between

Israel and the Palestinians.

True, he had a personal visit

from Arafat. But that wasn't

good enough. The PLO chairman

graced Jacques Chirac and the

pope with the same privilege.

No, what Mubarak wants is the

promise of a special status for

Egypt in any regional settlemenL

And he doesn’t want any sur-

prises - like in 1994, when King

Hussein and Arafat negotiated

with Israel behind his back and

even went so far as to sign agree-

ments without giving him
advance notice of their contents.

Nor was Mubarak exactly

overjoyed at the Oslo agreement
gening signed in the White

The Palestinians

would be
well-advised not

to heed Mubarak

House and not in Cairo. That's
why he went to considerable
trouble to have Oslo 2 initialed

in Taba, on Egyptian soil, with
direct Egyptian involvement

In the current round too
Mubarak’s request was that the
Israeli-Palestinian negotiations
be held in Taba. which would
have made Egypt's status regard-
ing them crystal-clear.

But sadly for him, it didn't
work out that way. The talks

• were mostly in Jerusalem and Tel
Aviv.

HOW SHOULD Israel react to
Mubarak's game?
What it mustn't do is labor

under the delusion that soothing
telephone calls from Jerusalem
to thfr effect that agreement with
the Palestinians is imminent
actually help matters. All the
phone calls do is rouse Mubarak
to achieve what he can in posi-
pomng an agreement in which he
has no part.

The Egyptian record regarding
goodadvice to the Palestinians it
far from outstanding.
While Egypt in the late 1940sencouraged the Palestinian residents of Gaza to set up an a .

Palestine government in theStnp, its military regime ruled
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High French art

in the form of
a comic book

‘T
HE New Astcrix Has
Arrived!” headlined
the daily Le Parisien.

an unveiled reference ro the
annual uncorking of Beaujolais
wine.

It may just be a comic book,
but the new adventures of
Asterix have hit French book-
stores with all the impact of a
national cultural event.
Kids and adults alike, raised

on the adventures of the diminu-
w- rive Gallic hero and his sidekick

Obelix, snapped up copies of La
Galere d’ Obelix (“Obelix’s
Galley Ship”). Some bookstores
sold out.

The new 48-page album ended
a five-year silence by creator
Albert Uderzo, the co-creator
who bad professed creative
burnout. Demand for a come-
back was overwhelming in a
country where literature and
comic books are both considered
high art. France even boasts a
comic book museum in
Angoulemc. .

The Asterix cast of plucky
characters are familiar ro French
children. The sturdy warriors of
ancient Gaul, who grin and quip
their way through battles with
hapless Roman invaders, are the“ heroes of TV cartoons too. A
live-action feature starring
Gerard Depardieu is in the
works.

Recent polls show that Asterix
is the best-known character in

Europe., beating Mickey Mouse
and Belgium's Tintin.

The.new Asterix, the 30th in a
series which began in 1959. is

filled with suspense and surprise

as the Gallic duo again face
adversity in Roman times.

The two take lo the high seas,
reaming up with a galley led by
a square-jawed Greek fisherman
named Spanakis with a striking
resemblance to Kirk Douglas.
The book, in fact, is co-dedi-

cated to Douglas, who starred in

the Hollywood classic
Spartaeus. “I owe a lot to my
movie memories Uderzo told
Le Parisien.

“For [the new Asterix] it was
obvious to me that Sparlakis. the
head of the revolting slaves, had
to have the features of Kirk
Douglas.”
Asterix is big business in

France, including the Asterix
theme park outside Paris that
competes with Disneyland Paris.

The new comic book sells for

$10. with 2.8 million copies
already in bookstores around
France.
The publisher Albert Rene has

five million extra copies already
printed.

Around the world, some 280
Asterix stories have been bought
in 77 languages by fans of all

ages since Asterix ’s birth under
the pen of Rene Goscinny and
the paintbrushes of Uderzo.
American sales of Asterix

books remain negligible, despite

the series’ enormous success.

The new book will sell in the US
under the name The Adventures

of Asterix and Obelix On the

Sea.

Goscinny died in 1977. leav-

ing Uderzo alone to carry the

torch. Uderzo has since become
a multi-millionaire despite cost-

ly legal battles against his for-

mer publisher and Goscinny's
heirs.

“The success of Asterix shows

Aronnd the world, some 280 ‘Asterix* stories under the pen of
Rene Goscinny and the paintbrushes of Albert Uderzo have
been sold in 77 languages.

that the French can compete by daily Le Figaro. "Asterix is full

being themselves.” respected of wit and very French.”
writer Jean Dutourd told the (AP)

Beyond the bowels
PARENTING
RUTH MASON

MYthree-and-a-half-year-oldson
has been bladder-trained since

age two-and-a-half, and is dry
• atnlght-about50 percent ofthe time. ‘

However
;
he is not yet bowel trained.

He refuses a diaper, the potty and the

toUeL i have tried everything (comment-
ing, not commenting, rewards and
incentives, the “big boy” routine), and /

remind him constantly. He tells me he
does not need to, and then afew minutes
laterhe hides and does it in his pants. /
have never punished him - exceptfor
voicing my disapproval. I've tried

changing turn immediately and leaving

him in his messfor hours. Now / have
refused to clean him and have told him
that ifhe wants to soil himselfhe must
clean himself. He willbefour at the end
of the summer, and my husband and /
fed that he should be trained by then.

Generally, he is a happy child. He
goes to nursery school and has never

soiled himself there. He has an eight-

month-old sibling, but l no longer
accept this to be the cause ofthe prob-
lem. Please help us, we are all getting

desperate.

Alan Fleishman. MD., child and adult

psychiatrist, replies:

Your question suggests that you both

feel something is amiss, and I agree.

Since your son has no accidents in

school, and has enough control to hide

when he moves his bowels, it is unlikely

that there is a physical problem with

development.

Now, when bowels are only bowels,

small children go right along and actual-

ly would just as soon be trained. So let’s

as<:»ny- that hiis bowels have come to

assume some additional meanings to

your son.

What could these meanings be? You are

probably right that a very simple reduc-

tion of bowels to jealousy of his eight-

month-old sibling would be too simple. I

assume that you are right because you are

there and have already explored such a

line with no convincing results.

However, the sibling came about

through a process that small children find

enormously interesting, and surrounded

by all kinds of misunderstandings. The

most common misunderstanding is

equating a mother’s pregnant belly with

the child’s own distended tummy after

eating. According to this logic, pregnan-
cy is acquired by eating. The other end of
this misunderstanding is that babies come :

out where things usually come out, that

is, they are excreted from the anus.

According to the logic of a small child, a
distended belly, such as the one he has to

contend with prior to evacuation, could

end up in excreting a baby.

Your son is asking for your help with
two problems. The first involves the extra

meanings that make his bowels unman-
• ageable.

The second and more important prob-

lem involves his feeling that his soul has

become unknowable - to himself and to

you. I think his hiding is a way of
expressing the fact that he feels a mystery

to himself and to you. He is asking for

more than training, and he is asking for it

from the only people who can provide

what be needs: A sense that he can be

understandable to you and to himself. He
has brought you to the point of curiosity,

and he is inviting you to search with him
not for the single reason for his behavior,

but rather for a variety of special mean-
ings that he needs help in getting to know
and to be known by you.

Since his behavior is a vote of confi-

dence in your ability to help him. I would
rather assume his vote is correct. So don’t

sell yourselves - or him - short, because

you don’t yet have the answer. Become
curious and explorative with him if you
feel you can.

Go for help to restore this curiosity if

you feel you are becoming swamped with

frustration. Don’t settle for Jess than

restoring to yourselves a firm inner feel-

ing of security that you and your son can-

sort out and solve this mystery that be has
temporarily become.

Clarification regarding last week’s col-

umn: The fact that our children’s rooms'

overflow with toys and that parents often

try to become their children’s friends

were not necessarily seen as positive

developments. Readers were asked
whether they,think we, as a society, have

become too child-centered, and if so.

what can be done about this.

Russians settle nicely

into US democratic life

l Andreev never dreamed he would vote in a demo-
cratic election, let alone for a US president Most people

in the town of Brighton Beach, on the Atlantic shoreline

just a few milesfrora NewYork city, probably feel tire same. •

Known asJ,Littlc Odessa;’’ this is a small piece of Russia

. thaih^lal^i^tootintiieUS.
-

'

Buflt up by Soviet Jews who first came in the early 1970s.

it is now a bustling community of around 60.000 people.

The shops sell Russian vodka, sausages, smoked fish and
pickles beneath signs in Cyrillic script while kiosks do a
brisk trade in Russian-language newspapers and books.

. Close your eyes to shut out the American cars and clothes,

listen to people talk in the street or on the boardwalk near the

beach and you could be in Moscow.
Andreev, a prominent community leader who helps set up

local businesses, won US citizenship this year after defecting

while on a trip to San Francisco six years ago.

For the first time, he can vote in the US presidential elec-

tion on November 5.

“It is a strange feeling, but I will use my vote. We believe

in it, we believe in the American dream.We are natural patri-

ots in this land,” he said. ^
“We feel very proud to vote, this is our country," said Tanya

Rosenberg, who works at a travel agency.

Andreev, a 59-year-old former journalist, thinks most
Russians who have become US citizens would vote for

President Bill Clinton, since fee Democrats take a more gen-

erous line on immigration and social benefits than fee

Republicans.

But there are others who feel attracted to the Republicans,

with memories of their tough line against the Soviet Union
during the Cold War, particularly under president Ronald

Reagan in fee 1980s.

Since many are Jews, they are also drawn by what they

believe to be fee Republicans’ strong support for Israel.

“These people endorse the language of might, there are

plenty who are very right-wing on foreign policy," said Uya
Levkov. who runs a Russian publishing house in New York.

Altogether more than a million people from the farmer

Soviet Union live in the US - Russians. Ukrainians,

Georgians. Balts, Armenians.

Brighton Beach is the closest they have to a capital. It lies

just a few kilometers from the Statue of Liberty, the symbol

of America’s status as a land of immigrants.

A fashionable resort for New Yorkers in the 19th century,

the town was blighted by crime and depression when a few

Soviet Jewish families settled there in the 1970s.

The streets are lined wife businesses, restaurants and night-

clubs. There are Russian radio and television stations and

more than 30 Russian-language newspapers. Unemployment

and crime rates are low, educational standards high.

Some people go back to Russia or other former Soviet

republics to visit relatives, if they have the money. But the

most popular travel destinations, according to Rosenberg, are

Israel and Washington. “People like to travel, because it

shows they are free.” she said. (Reuter)
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Antisemites
take to the Net

The World Wide
Web is being
used for world
wide hate,
Ronda

Robinson
reports

TO
prin

.COME to the

Alpha web site. The
primary purpose for

this site is to provide Aryans world
wide with an on-line database of
information on issues fear concern
our people. Everything from general

racial issues and religion to survival

are covered...

".America has been overran wife a

non-While invasion, bringing to a
spearhead fee ever growing"White
Nationalist movement....
"We at Alpha seek radical change

in the present system and the ulti-

mate establishment ofa racial home-
land for our people."

WELCOME to the Internet, where a
computer rookie can access hare net-

works in mere seconds.

This month at the Hebrew
University, scholars from around the

world discussed modem anti-

semitism and how technology* such

as fee World Wide Web abets its per-

petuation.

The conference was titled

"Paganism. ‘Volk Religion/ and
Antisemitism. 19th-20fe Centuries."

One participant. Dr. Steven
Wasserstrom. associate professor of
Judaic studies and chair of the reli-

gion department at Reed College in

Portland. Oregon, spoke of fee prob-

lem in terms of "Satanic myth.”

Many hate groups reject the current

world, he said and create negative

images of Jews as world enemies -
often as monsters or devils.

For instance, a new group in North
America, known as Christian

Identity, says Eve brought to fruition

two seeds. She and Adam gave birth

to the race of Abel, but she and fee

serpent created the race of Cain.

Modem Jews descend from Cain,

the spawn ofSatan, claims Christian

Identity, which some experts now
regard as fee dominant religiously-

oriented group of the extreme right

in North America.

‘'Social scientists have had a pre-

cious opportunity to observe this

Satanic myth grow." Wasserstrom

said.

"First, observers have been able to

watch it evolve in action on the

World Wide Web. This new form of
research has proved feat it can also

serve a serious purpose for the histo-

ry of religions.”
’ Wasserstrom is among 20 scholars

who dissected the faces of 19th- and

20th-century antisemitism at the

conference, . which was jointly

sponsored by the HU and the

Eberhard-iCarls-Universitat
Tubingen of Germany.
According to Dr. Leon Volovici. of

the Vidal Sassoon International

Center for the Study ofAntisemitism
at fee Hebrew University, die intent

was to foster joint research between

the two universities. Scholars of

Jewish and German history, philoso-

phy and literature, as well as organi-

zations devoted to Holocaust memo-
rial. wens invited. This is the first

time the Vidal Sassoon Center had
collaborated with the German uni-

versity.

Wasserstrom 's lecture was on
“From Ahriman to ZOG: the Jews as

Planetary Antagonist in Archetype

and Stereotype.” ZOG. an acronym
for die Zionist. Occupation

Government, was coined in the mid-

1980s.

“ZOG provided a brilliant rhyme
on die apocalyptic Gog and Magog,
while simultaneously sounding, to

fee American eat; Idee some dumb
but nonetheless intimidating kind of
lumbering beast,” Wasserstrom said.

ZOG is the latest-version of an old

conspiracy theory in which Jews are

said to run the American govern-

ment and are blamed for every dis-

aster. It’s also evidence of a revival

of Nazism and fascism in America

and Europe, said Wasserstrom.

He calls the my* of “world-mon-

ster Jew” a collectively fabricated

weapon in a cultural war.

“If they can wipe away journal-

ism, Hollywood, the intellecrualism

they associate with Jews, they can

get back to a pure state." he said of

the hate groups’ mentality.

With the approach of the millenni-

um, many groups are stirring up

images of the Antichrist, the world

leader they believe must be defeated

at the end of civilization. They see

the Jew as fee Antichrist and modem
times as the end of history.

For Nazis, the Jew was and is the

classic version of this ultimate

enemy. Wasserstrom said, explain-

ing the timeliness of the anti-

semitism conference in Israel.

With a few pecks of their finger-

tips, leaders of Christian Identity and

other hate groups are calling for war

on ZOG.
Wasserstrom found this cry on the

Internet recently: “Volksfront is ded-

icated to fee preservation and

advancement of Aryan heritage in

North America... The Volksfront

would like to dedicate our first page

to all the soldiers who are sitting

within the walls and cages ofZOG.
To all who fight for our righteous

cause we salute you!"

Wasserstrom reports that such pro-

paganda flourishes on the Internet.

He sees it as dangerous, but doesn’t

fear it

“Many people can become far

more easily educated in hate propa-

ganda than they ever could before,”

he admitted.

“However, all other points ofview
also are better represented, so in the

end it may be a wash.”

Today’s Israel - In Antique Style

Beautiful touring maps of today’s

Israel - decorated in

old-fashioned style, with

drawings of the historical and
holy sites incorporated into the

ornamental frame.

42 cm. W x 113.5 cm. H •

(16.5” x 44.5”).

Israel Pilgrims’ Map - The
Land that Jesus Walked
(English)

Israel Touring Map -
The Holy Land

A vailable in Hebrew or

English

Suitable for framing - perfect gift

for tourists, friends, family - in

Israel or abroad!
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JP Special -

any 2 posters for NIS 75.
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Title Qty Price

TOTAL
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Enclosed is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

GVisa Glsracard O Diners OAmex
CC No. Exp , ^
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Address..
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Clal

CEO
Wainshal
resigns

after 5
years

GALfT UPKIS BECK

CLAL Israel President and
Chief Executive David
Wainshal yesterday resigned
after five and a half years with

the group.
Wainshal 's announcement

took most of the business sector

by surprise. The company's
board of directors is expected to

meet today to discuss the resig-

nation.

In a letter to Eliyahu Cohen, a

representative of the company's
major shareholder, IDB
Development. Wainshal said

changes he has made at the

company have reached a stage

that enable him to resign.

Among his major achieve-
ments, company spokesman
said, was the reorganization of
Cial's headquarters and struc-

ture.

Wainshal intended to resign
six months ago, but at the

request of shareholders he
agreed to stay until several

structural changes and efficien-

cy measures were made.

. In bis letter. Wainshal said he
is willing to continue at the firm

until a replacement is found, but
he said he will certainly leave

no later than March.
The Clal spokesman said

Wainshal believes it is neces-

sary to change management
ewryi fixer: years. He ^said :

Wfi a*;*.resignation Rflt,-

Develop^’# '

recent purchase of additional

shares in Clal, which increased

the company’s total holdings to

42.7%.
Wainshal joined Clal in 1990.

after the resignation qf Moshe
Dovrat Clal is one of the three

biggest holding companies in

the country. It operates through
more than 120 subsidiaries and
affiliates in industry, trading,

construction, insurance, tourism

and the-capital markets. Among
its many holdings are Scitex,

Poigat, Sunfrost, and Azorim.

Former US
Treasury
Secretary
Bentsen to

head New
Holland

[new YORK (Reuter) - New
iHolland NV said yesterday Lloyd
,Bentsen, the former senator, vice

•.presidential candidate, and US
-'Secretary of the Treasury, had
;been appointed chairman of its

!
board of directors.

1 The Dutch manufacturer of
^agricultural equipment said in a
• statement released yesterday that

1 Bentsen 's experience in finance,

.international trade and public

;
policy would prove a valuable

• asset for the company.
! It did not say whom Bentsen

\ would replace in the post.

Bentsen was named Treasury
Secretary by Clinton in January
1993 and served in the presi-

dent's administration until

December 1994.

Bentsen was a long-serving
senator from Texas.
TJew Holland was formed in

May f991 through the merger of
the businesses of Fiat Geotech
SpAand Ford New Holland com-
panies.

Meridor: Economy will face
crisis ifMKs reject budget plan
FINANCE Minister Dan Meridor warned that

if the Knesset fails to pass the 1997 budget he
presented yesterday, there could be a crisis
that will hurt die poor and lead to higher
unemployment.
Since he first proposed the NIS 190.8 bil-

lion package, which includes NIS 4.9b. in
cuts, three months ago, Meridor said none of
the groups that claim they would be hurt by
the cuts have suggested alternatives that
would also boost the flagging economy.
"If we don’t get the economy back on the

right track, we will all - and the government
first and foremost - be responsible for serious
problems in the coming years,” Meridor said.
“We will have to take even harsher measures
in the future."

' Meridor said that though there has been
"impressive growth" in the economy for the
past six years, there are a number of econom-
ic problems, from a slowdown in growth to a
balance of payments deficit that is expected to
climb to more than $5 billion this year.

DAVID HARRIS and EVELYN GORDON

JS21 « stage, Meridor said, he
10 accept a comprehensive.

alternative budget.

*
.Je bnild-up to his budget presentation.

Meridor held formal meetings with coalition
leaders. At his meeting with Gesber MKs,
Meridor said, -only Michael Kleiner showed
up.

Meridor hopes his budget cuts can help pull
. economic growth back from its current 4% to
a rate between 5% and 6%. Yet the number-
two official at the Bank of Israel, Dr David
Klein, said Monday that Israel could cope far
better with only 4% growth.
State tax-revenue will total NIS 114.7b..

according to the Treasury forecast - a 6%
increase on the expected 1996 figure. The
government also will continue its capital-rais-
ing programs abroad.
On the expenditure front, social services

will receive NIS 76.5b., or 22% of the Gross
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PM: Privatization
plan will be unveiled

next month
Frenkel: Deeper rate cuts only after

planned budget cuts bear their fruit

GALIT UPKIS BECK

Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad (second from
left) inspects a model of the 2A km.-long GigaWorld complex in

Kuala Lumpur after agreements were signed between the

Malaysian government and developers yesterday to build what
is planned as the world’s longest building. The $2.5 billion pro-
ject features a 10-story, tube-like office building to be built along
the Khang river. It will take 20 to 25 years to finish. ( r«u»>

THE government will present die

first port of its detailed, multi-year

privatization plan by the end of next
month. Prime Minister Bmyamin
Netanyahu said yesterday.

Speaking at the International

Export Day conference in Tbl Aviv,

Netanyahu also commented on the

Export Institute’s demand for an

immediate change in central bank
monetary policy. Hie prime minis-

ter said be has no intention of taking
away the Bank of Israel’s indepen-

dence and added that he can do no
more than try to persuade Governor
Jacob Frenkel that tine export sector

feces severe problems.

The slowdown in economic
growth is primarily due to the polit-

ical situation, said Netanyahu,
emphasizing dial die government is

committed to the peace process. He
blamed the Palestinians for the

stalled negotiations, saying that

they bad tried to mislead European
countries and die US into thinking

Israel is to blame.

*T believe the political and eco-

nomic process are like two horses
carrying ooe chariot, and I don’t

want one to slow down because of
the other," said Netanyahu.

The prime minister praised the

sucqess of local export-oriented

firms, especially those traded on the

Nasdaq stock market

Still, he said, there are certain

labor-intensive sectors like textiles

that must undergo a technological

German opposition leader
throws weight behind EMU

BERLIN (Reuter) - The chair-

man of Germany’s opposition
Social Democrats (SPD) deliv-

ered a rousing defense of
Europe’s planned single currency
yesterday, only days after bis

main party rival called for the

project to be postponed.
Oskar Lafontaine told a party

conference that the euro, due to

be introduced as the European
currency in 1999, was a tool to

fight unemployment in the EU.
His firm stand contrasted with

a call by Lower Saxony state pre-

mier Gerhard Schroeder
Saturday for a delay in the

planned economic and monetary
union.

Lafontaine and Schroeder are

the two leading candidates to

become the SPD’s challenger to

Chancellor Helmut Kohl in the

1998 general elections.

Lafontaine also called for har-

monization of European tax poli-

cies to prohibit individual coun-
tries from using low tax rates for

their economic advantage.
Schroeder came m for heavy

criticism, even within the SPD,
for saying Germany would not
meet the Maastricht criteria for a

single currency on time and
should therefore delay its launch.

Germany's six top economic
institutes said in their autumn
forecast yesterday that the 1997

deficit would be 3.5 percent of
gross domestic product - above
the Maastricht treaty’s 3% goal

for joining the monetary union
planned for 1999.

But Finance Minister Tbeo
Waigel, an advocate of a strict

reading of Maastricht, said "the

conditions will be created" in

final budget talks to bring the

deficit below 3%.
The SPD has been anxious to

distance itself from an anti-

Europe platform after suffering

spectacular losses in March this

year with a regional election

campaign that even many Social

Democrats linked to right-wing

“D-mark nationalism.”

America Online unveils $460m.
restructuring plan

DULLES, Ml (Reuter) - America
Online, responding to challenges

posed by the Internet, said yester-

day it would take $460 million in

charges tin's year as it restructures

operations and revises pricing

plans to make it more competitive.

AQL, the world’s leading

provider, of computer online ser-

vices, said it would separate into

three operating units and begin

offering a number of new pricing

options, including a flat monthly

rate of $19.95 for unlimited,

access.

AOL’s stock, which recently

moved to the New York Stock

Exchange from the Nasdaq stock

market, jumped $1,375 to $26 in

eariy trading and was the most
actively traded issue on the

NYSE.
’

The company said it was taking

a $385m. charge in its fiscal first

quarter, which ended Sept 30, to

account for deferred subscriber

.acquisition costs, an accounting

method for which it has been crit-

icized.

AOL. based in Dulles, Va_, also

said it plans to take a one-time

charge of up to $75m. in the cur-

rent quarter for costs it expects to

incur as it reorganizes.

The company said it will begin

immediately expensing all mar-

keting and subscriber acquisition

costs as they are incurred, rather

titan deferring the costs and amor-

tizing them over time as it did pre-

viously.

Chairman Steve Case also said

in a statement that the company
added nearly 250,000 net new
subscribers in October as it began

to address some of the customer

retention problems it encountered

during the traditionally slower

summer months.
The company said it was sepa-

rating into three operating units -

AOL Netwoiics, to oversee its

flagship Internet online service;

AOL Studios, for creating online

programming; and ANS
Communications, its network

infrastructure arm.

AOL named Robert Pittman,

former chief exectotive of MTV
Networks, to oversee AOL
Networks. Pittman, most recently

chief executive ofCentury 21 Real

Estate Carp., had forged MTV
into the first profitable, basic cable

network company.

Pittman also headed Time
Warner's Six Flags amusement
park chain, where he oversaw four

straight years of record growth in

attendance, revenue and earnings,

AOL said.

revolution to survive.

“I believe die key to export

growth in future years is resources.

We have human capital, which
should not be neglected,” said

Netanyahu.

Speaking at the sane forum, the

central bank’s Frenkel said that

even if the government's proposed

NIS 4.9 billion in budget cuts are

implemented, there will not be an
immediate cut in interest rates.

Industrialists and exporters say

that Monday's03% rate cut by the

central bank was too small During
fee last few months, fee business

sector repeatedly has called on the

Bank of Israel to reduce interest

rates and adjust die exchange rate.

Frenkel emphasized that his

opposition to acut in interest rates is

part of the Bank of Israel's general

policy, which must be maintained if

long-term targets are to be achieved.
Frenkel said the bank's tough

policy is not political. “The aim is

not to maintain interest rates until

the cut in the budget is made, as a
measure of putting pressure [on the

government] to cut the budget" be
said.

Frenkel said a devaluation of the

shekel and a drop in interest rates

will not solve the economy's prob-

lems. He said there are many prob-

lems and instruments that must be
examined as one package.

Frenkel urged the government to

implement a real cut in expenditure.

EMU may
cost British

retailers

£3.5 billion

LONDON (Reuter) - A single

European currency could cost

British retailers up to £35 billion

(NTS18 billion) if Britain joins, the

British Retail Consortium (BRC)
said yesterday.

Costs include staff training, re-

labelling and adjusting operating

and point-of-sales systems to handle

the new currency, said the BRC
report.

The BRC estimated an added indi-

rect cost of £300 million from
changes to the pricing of products

and the impact on trading patterns

where shoppers would be expected

to buy more before the change over

and less immediately after.

But the overall costs could be
cut to £1.7b. if a number of pro-
posals were followed, said the
BRC
Twenty-five years ago, Britain's

high street shops underwent a simi-
lar upheaval when decimal currency
was introduced in 1971.

“BRC is recommending that the
lessons learned at that time should
be heeded,” said Andrew Higginson,
chairman of BRC’s economic affaire

committee.

At the time, careful preparation
and the full involvement of retailers
in the conversion process ensured its

success and a minimum impact on
inflation, he said.

The BRC suggested costscould be
cut ifEMU was launched in a quiet
trading period, ideally Febniaty
Januaiy is one of the busiest times

offee year for British retailere who
offer big discounts in New Year
sales.

The euro should also be intro-
duced in a “Big Bang" and not
pnared m over six months.

biicimess BRIEFS

Local business-

Domestic Product.

The armed services are facing an NIS SQO
million cut, but Meridor maintained this

would not hurt the effectiveness of the mili-

tary.

“Everyone agrees that we need to cut But

that agreement is meaningless as long as there

is no agreement on the breakdown of the cut.”

Meridor said. “Is this budget sacred in every

detail? No. But the logic behind it is important
- I would even say critical. We do not want
populistic measures that will cause economic
and social damage."
In the coming weeks, a series of debates will

be held after tomorrow's vote on the first

reading of the budget bilL Meridor issued a
warning to those who will participate in the

Knesset discussions, particularly members of

the Knesset Finance Committee. “Don't come
to me with populistic proposals," he said.”We
cannot behave as if the rules of economics do
not apply to us - as if it were possible to spend
what we don’t have.”

MBE will be authorized dealer for

service chain MBE will s°°"^orn^V - Most said

Cellcom cellular phones, Cellcom vice presi

yesterday.
, lhp f,eid of business

MBE is the world’s largest company mthePeiaor^

services and the fourth -largest franchise
^ t500

(The first three franchisers all deal wife foodO
. branch at

branches around fee world and recently OP®
, ntjnuc to

Beit Eliahu in Tel Aviv. Most smdCeVcom^^co^^
cooperate wife.independent dealers tn

.
se,

.
e^f0^ authorized

products are today sold at 230 shops,^lud^^SVp^nes in

places for installing remote-control devices for pe
^j

u(jy Siegel
vehicles.

Israeli companies in UK explore opportunities in
t0

Sixteen Israeli companies are currently m Britain w
sj2J

1

ventUfes
obtain EU funding and to explore opportunities for joint

and collaborations with UK companies. *
.

Among the companies ih the RAD mission are Israel Airman

Industries, Thpaz Medical Technologies. Rafael and Indigent

Electronics. The event is being organized by feelsrael-Bntain

Business Council.
DavidHams

UN body adopts plan to attract infrastructure spending in

Asia:The United Nations Economic and Social Commission tor

Asia and the Pacific conference on infrastructure in New Delhi

yesterday adopted an action plan to attract private investment ana

increase fee pace of core projects in Asia and fee Pacific.

"A major outcome of the conference was the adoption of fee

action plan which reaffirms fee commitment of countries for

infrastructure development in the region,” Dr Ling Liong Sik,

Malaysian Minister of Transport, said.
.

Some 30 member states approved the plan which emphasised fee

need for transparency and less red tape. The body estimates

developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region need $15 trillion in

new core sector development between 1 993 and 2000, of which

only $500 billion has been committed. Reuter

formally awards four more local telecom licenses:German

y

yesterday awarded four more licenses to two companies to operate

telecommunications networks in competition wife Deutsche

Telekom AG ,
Post and Telecommunications Minister Wolfgang

Boetsch said.

Boetsch said three of the licenses went to Colt Telekoin GmbH,
covering Berlin and Potsdam, and areas around Darmstadt and

Munich.
The fourth went to Bayemwerk Netcom GmbH, a unit of the

VIAG group, covering fee regions of Bavaria, Thuringia, Frankfurt

and Leipzig. Reuter

UK watchdog delays widening of gas competition:Industry

regulator Ofgas yesterday delayed fee extension of competition in

fee British household gas market, after a pilot project in the south

west of England was plagued by billing problems for British Gas.

The four-week delay means competition will be introduced in Avon
and Dorset in February, instead ofJanuary, while Sussex and Kent
will have to wait until March. Nationwide competition is envisaged

in 1998. i _ Reuter

Jordan seeks stronger trade ties with Czech Republic: Jordan

and fee Czech Republic are seeking to intensify bilateral trade ties.

Czech Prime Minister Vaclav Klaus's office said after a meeting
wife Jordan’s Crown Prince Hassan yesterday.

Klaus’s spokesman Ivo Strejcek said the premier and prince

“expressed their preparedness to intensify economic and business
cooperation."

Crown Prince Hassan is on a three-day visit Reuter

Housing Ministry
considers buying

flats to rent them out
DAVID HARRIS

THE Housing and Construction

Ministry may buy hundreds of
apartments to rent them out to

poor people, ministry spokesman
Amit Dobkin said yesterday.

If fee plan goes ahead, it would
replace fee need for fee kind of
purpose-built, rented-accommoda-
tion program feat social groups
have called for persistently.

Ministry officials believe fee
scheme under consideration
would lead to an increase in the
state-owned housing stock, and at
a faster rate than a building pro-
gram.
The majority of apartments will

be bought in Ramat Bet She mesh.
The ministry anticipates it will be
able to buy flats at relatively cheap
prices there, because of the current
slow pace of sales in the area.
Deputy Minister Meir Porush

has made it clear he would prefer
the Ministry also take responsibil-
ity for building apartments for
rent. This could present the
Ministry with additional funding
problems, however. So far, no spe-
cific figures on the number of
properties to be bought have been
publicized.

Meanwhile, Interior Minister Eli
Suissa proposed yesterday
increasing fee Arnona municipal
rates by 11.4 percent. This
increase would be in line with the
increase in the Consumer Price
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Stocks drop
as traders watch

peace talks
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

184.05
-0.65%

Two-Sided Index

STOCKS dropped for a third

day as investors focused on the

stalled talks on Hebron.
The 0-3% cut in interest rates

by the Bank of Israel Monday
failed to affect stocks signifi-

cantly.

“We had the interest rates - it

was a disappointment - and now
that stoiy is finished," said Ron
Weisberg, a trader at Israel

Brokerage and Investments in

Tel Aviv. “We still have the pol-

itics, which is under a cloud.”
The Maof Index slipped 0.52

percent to 194.30, while the

Mishtanim Index lost 0.65% to

184.05.
Across the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange, NIS 56.3 million of

shares traded. Five issues fell

for every two that rose.

The market was led down by
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries,

which shed 4%, and Koor
Industries, off 1.25%.
Teva accounts for nearly 10%

of the value of the Maof Index.

Nice Systems Ltd., which pro-

duces digital voice-recording

and archiving systems, sank
9.25%.

194,30
-052%

Maof index

The most active issue was
Blue Square Properties and
Investments, operator of Co-Op
Supermarkets, which gained
0.5% on NIS6.6 million of

shares traded. Teva was second
on the most-active list, trading

NIS6m.
Trading on the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange has ebbed as investors

here and abroad have been
focusing on the ups and downs
of the peace process.

Volume strengthened a bit yes-

terday, which was a good sign,

Weisberg said.

The interest-rate cut bodes ill

for the stock market because
most investors and analysts

expected a cut of at least 0.5

percentage point. They were
hoping that the cut would reduce

corporate borrowing and help
exporters.

They also hoped that lower

rates would move money from
shekel-denominated deposits

into the stock market. Israel's

relatively high rates provide an

inflation-adjusted return of

between 5% and 6 %.
(Bloomberg)

Europe shares fall

on inflation,

US share concerns
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

"

LONDON (Renter) - London
stocks finished back below the

4,000 level as and re-awakening

fears of domestic interest rate

rises left shares to struggle

through a jittery session
yesterday.

Under pressure from the 'start

after a sharp reversal in US stocks

overnight, stronger-ihan-expect-

ed UK money supply figures add-

ed to the downbeat mood, which

was further reinforced by another

disappointing performance in

New Yak in the afternoon. The
FTSE 100 dosed at 3,993.5, a fall

of 31.8 points but above the day’s

lows of 3,988.9.

FRANKFURT - German
shares dosed floor trade weaker
after the dollar weakened against

the mark and as Wall Street

losses and comments by German

economic institutes held the mar-

ket bade. The DAX index of 30

leading shares reversed gains

made on Monday when it had

readied above die crucial 2,700

point mark, to end down 30.21

points' at 2,673.62. In post-bourse

trade the index fell 27.83 to

2,675.50.

PARIS - French stocks -fell

1.15 percent after weakness in

the dollar, bond prices and con-

cerns that German interest rates

may rise drove die bourse’s blue-

chip CAC-40 index through im-

portant support levels. The CAG-
40 index Finished down 24.65
points at 2,125.74.

Blue chips stocks boosted

by drop in bond rates

NEW YORK (Renter) - Bine-

chip stocks closed with strong

gains yesterday as new data

showing that inflation was still in

check sent long-term Interest

rates to their lowest levels in 2-1/2

months.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age ended 34.29 points higher at

6,007.02. In the broader market,

advancing issues led declineis by

a small margin on active volume

of 444 million shares on the New
York Stock Exchange.
The Treasury’s 30-year bond

yield plunged to 6.89 percent - its

lowest since August 12 - and com-

pared with 6.84% Monday.

HARK STERLING YEN SFr FFr

MARK — 0X090/93 7045/48 08231/34 O370YOO

STERLING 2443046 • 17949/81 - 2m07/38 02561/45

YEN 1-3607/18 05567/73 4 1.1200/14 40987/26

SFr 121.4054 04868/73 89.21/26 — 4.1028/77

FFr 02968/60 0121IV11 21.71/76 02434/37 —

BUDGET
(Costumed from Page 1)

Netanyahu at a stormy meeting
with faction chairmen last night.

“We cannot find a practical solu-

tion for every demand by tomor-
row. Nor can make fools of our-
selves [by postponing the vote]...

We have two months until the

final reading, and things will be
cleared up by then.”
When Gesber chairman Maxim

Levy retorted that there is no rea-

son to believe anything will

change in the next two months, as
nothing has changed in the past
four, Meridor also lost his temper.

Gesher scheduled a meeting with
him last week, he noted, and only
one MK, Michael Kleiner, both-
ered to show up. Shas, United
Torah Judaism, and die National
Religious Party, which had also
been considering voting against
the budget earlier in the day, *

decided last night to support it

after Mender agreed that die reli-

gious public was discriminated

against in certain budget areas,

and said be favored correcting
this discrimination.

“Achieving equality should be
the principle, and I would even
support affirmative action,”

Meridor told them at die coalition

meeting.
The three parties want NIS 250

million added to the Religious

Affairs Ministry for goals such as

supporting yeshivot, building
mi levant and maintaming ceme-
teries. About half this sum, they
said, is necessary simply to cor- .

reset past discrimination.

To demonstrate this point.
Deputy Religious Affairs

MinisterArye Gamliel noted that

his ministry’s budget rose only

30% over the past four years,

while other ministries saw their

budgets increase by 60%-70%.

Meanwhile, die Third Way also
announced last night that it would
support the budget, after die gov-
ernment agreed in principle to its

demand for NIS 165 million for

settlements in the Jordan Valley
and the Golan. Tsomet had
announced its support for die

budget on Monday.
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Rhodes
helps

SA beat

India
RAJKOT, India(Reuter)-A breezy

half-century by Jonty Rhodes

• helped South Africa sane us fond

consecutive victory overhosts India

in the Titan Cup liroited-oveis trian-

gular series yesterday.

South African openers Gary

Kirsten and Herschelle Gibbs,

chasing an Indian score of 186 in

50 overs, scored freely in a stand

. of 62.

But the South Africans lost two

quick wickets and the run rate

dropped against the wiles of the

Indian spinners.

Man-of-the-Match Rhodes made
54 off 77 balls, including four fours

and a mighty six, before he was

caught by Ajay Jadeja off

Vfenkatesh Prasad with victory in

sight
Indian captain Sachin

Tendulkar won die toss and elect-

ed to bat but his team failed to

prosper. Both Navjot Sidhu and
Rahul Dravid were run out

Javagal Srinarh, batting number
three, hit a determined 53 in an

otherwise lackluster Indian batting

performance.

India's total of 185 looked an

easy target but the South Africans

reached it with oniy eight balls to

spare.

“We did not want to treat it as an

easy task and wanted to concentrate

on the job at hand.” South African

skipper Hansie Gronje said.
• “And it wasn’t easy either; espe-

cially when the spinners came on."

Tendulkar accused his team of

failing to play to its potential

“The senior players ought to
' show greater responsibility. You
.
cannot have experienced players

getting run out so early."

South Africa has 10 points from
five matches and plays Australia

in its last match at the north east-

ern city of Guwahati tomorrow.
India has three points from a

win and an abandoned match
against Australia, which is third

with one point India and Australia
meet for the third time on
November 3.

Than Cup limited-ovsrs triangular

series

India
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Beating Greeks

a tall order for

national squad
/tnuCM

CAN a speeding bullet overcome

a tall building? That Supeiman-

esque question stands behind

tonight’s match-up between

Israel’s national basketball team

and the Greek side as they clash in

European Championship action

tonight at Yad Hliahu (Channel I

,

8:45 pjn.)

The speedy Israelis will be try-

ing to use their quickness and out-

side shooting to overcome die

massive Greek front line, with

coach Zvi Scherf expected to start

Doron Jamchee. Adi Gordon.

Nadav Henefeld, Doron Sheffer

and Offer Fleischer in a bid to run

the Greeks ragged.

That will only be possible, how-
ever, if Scherf's squad is somehow
able to get its share of rebounds, a

difficult task against the tall Greek

side. The only good news is that

starting Greek center Faniotis

Fasoulas will miss the game, as

will Fanis Christudolo and Dimitri

Papanikulo. Fasoulas and

&RVFH DEAN COHjN

to
a*

side also

ty of young big men waiting m the

wings who are expected to make

the most of their chances to jday

against Israel- Chief among.llKTO

^Aptimis Rantasias (2.10 in.)

who was reportedly picked by

Denver in the NBA draft
_

Israel comes off a disappointing

83-73 loss to Hungary over the

weekend, following a tnumph

over the Netherlands. They 11 cer-

tainly have to show better form

than that, with the burden under

the boards falling on Tomer

Steinhauer. Fleischer and Amir

Mukhtari. Israel’s three big men.

At least Israel will now have a

fully focused Sheffer. who no

longer has to fly in from

Connecticut for national side play.

Maccabi teammate Oded Kaiash,

CITY SLICKERS - Yankees’ GM Bob Watson (1) * Add boss Joe Torre (c) and coach Chris Chambliss greet the throngs.

City fetes champion Yankees

S.Tendulkar tow b Donald 28
N.Sidhu run out 2

. J-Srinath b Symcox
.
53

R.Dravid run out
M-Azh'cfin c Richardson b

,

'21

‘

‘AJadeja b Donald
N-Monoia c and b Boje 3
SJoshi c CulEnan b KJusaner 20
A.Kapoor Ibw b Klusener 0
A.Kumble b Donald 12
V.Prasad not out 1

Extras (8>-4 nb-3 w-3) 10
Total (46-1 overs) 185

NEW YORK (AP) - Lower Manhattan turned

into a pinstripe gala yesterday as fans - from
truant school children to Wall Street bankers -
filled the skyscraper “Canyon of Heroes” to

celebrate the World Champion New York
Yankees.
A blizzard of paper swirled down from office

windows as die jubilant parade stepped off

along Broadway on a bright, cool morning.
Cheers of “Let’s go Yankees!” echoed offdie

glass and stone walls as manager Joe Torre and
his coaches waved to the wild crowd.

The players rode floats, with Cecil Fielder

shooting his own videotape of die cheering

fans and Darryl Strawberry clutching his

daughter.

One float carried special fans like Pee Wee
Scheidt, who was first on line for playoff tick-

ets. and Reddy “The Fan” Schuman, a pot-

banging regular in Yankee Stadium's upper
reaches.

The crowd count was announced at City Hall

as 3.5 million - a likely overestimate for the

parade route of less than a mile, based more-on

civic pride than reality.A similar parade for the

Mets 10 years ago drew an official count of 12.
million.

“I lived with the Yankees in the ‘70s, I died

with them in the ‘80s. and finally I’m alive

again,” said Ed Torrez, 53.
He arrived three hours early for the parade,

lugging his 5-year-old granddaughter. Rosie,

on his shoulders, among the tens of thousands

of early revelers.

Crowds have lined Broadway scores of times
to honor this century’s heroes, from Amelia
Earhart to Harry S. Truman, from Gulf War
veterans to the ‘86 New York Mets.

Yesterday was the fourth time for the

Yankees and the fourth parade of the 1990s.
following those for the 1994 ice hockey cham-
pion Rangers, GulfWar vets and South African

hero Nelson Mandela.
Before the parade started. Tome rang the

opening bell at the New York Stock Exchange
and was swallowed up in an autograph-signing
frenzy on the trading floor.

Public schoGV-officials wouldn’t call off

classes, but the parochial school of the Nativity

of the Blessed Virgin Mary Church in Queens
did. The principal is Sister Mary Marguerite
Torre, sister of the Yankee manager.

The 1991 Gulf War parade was the last one
festooned with actual ticker-tape, the thin
paper ribbon that used to spout from oldtime
stock-quotation printers. For years now, the

paper blizzard has consisted of shredded tele-

phone books, computer printouts and toilet

paper.

A measure of success for parades past has
been the tonnage of confetti cleaned up after-

ward. The heaviest paper storm, more than

1,200 tons, fell oa the American hostages
returned from Iran in 1981.

Ticker-tape parades date from the late 1800s,

but became an institution in 1927, after “Lone
Eagle” Charles Lindbergh was honored for his

solo trans-Atlantic flight.

The Mets offered gracious praise to their

crosstown rival yesterday, taking out a full-

page ad in the New York Post with a message
that ended: “You’ve made our city prorid/’

Papanikulo. Fasoulas and Maccam
Christudoio both played on the Papi. Turgeman and Mom Dame

Greek club that won the European of Hapoel
K^imr

national team title nine years ago
“

in Greece.

Another familiar face who will

be missing will be Faniotis

Yanakis, foe brilliant Greek point

guard who has retired from foe

game. He is expected to eventual-

ly take over as coach of the Greek
side.

The Greeks are led by their cap-

Elyon's Our Shelef are also being

counted on to contribute off the

bench. . .

Greece beat Israel 75-73 in foe

previous match-up between the

two clubs, in Greece, and Israel is

currently fourth in Group A, with

a 2-2 record. Greece and Belarus

are tied for first at 3-1. Israel plays

Georgia and Bosnia next month.

Newcastle advances
in UEFA Cup

Courier, Krajicek Lose in 2nd round
Fail of wickets: 1-7 2-48 3-105 4-111
5-122 6-128 7-169 8-170 9-172
Bowling: de VWiers 9-1-19-0 (nb-1)

Klusener 9-0-54-2 (w-2), Donald 9.1-1-

31-3 (nb-1) Symcox 10-007-1, Bq|e
10-0-38-2 (nb-1 w-1) Cronje 1-0-2-0

South Africa

G-Kirsten c Jadeja b Joshi 38
H.Gbbs c Tendulkar b Prasad 35
D.CuHinan c Kumble b Joshi 6
H.Crooje run out 27
J.Rhodes c Jadeja b Prasad 54
N.Boje not out 13
D.Rchardson not out 4
Extras (Ib-7 nb-1 w-3) 11

Total (for 5 wickets, 48.4 overs) 188
Did not bat: LKlusener, PSymcox,
F.de ViQiers, A.DonaId
Fail Of wickets: 1-62 2-72 3-88 4-151
5-184.

Bowling: Srinath 8-0-26-0, Prasad 9-0-

38-2 (w-2 nb-1), Kumble 9.4-1-40-0,
Joshi 10-032-2. Kapoor 10-1-32-0 (w-

1), Tendulkar 2-0-13-0

Result South Africa won by five wick-
ets. India 185 all out in 48.1 overs.
South Africa 188 for five in 48.4 overs.

PARIS (AP) - Wimbledon cham-
pion Richard Krajicek and former
No. 1 Jim Courier were early exits

at foe Paris Open yesterday as the

seeded players began play.

Alberto Berasategui of Spain

held off two match points before

beating a weakened Krajicek, 3-6,

6-1, 7-5. The seventh-seeded
Krajicek started fast but slowed

with stomach problems.

Frenchman Amaud Boetsch
topped Jim Courier 6-4. 7-5. It

was foe third consecutive time that

Boetsch beat Courier over foe past

year. Courier, a two-time French
and Australian Open champion,
was seeded 15th.

Courier bad been plagued by a
knee problem that forced him to

miss foe US Open and return to

action after a two-month break in

Stuttgart last week where he lost

to Michael Chang.
Chang, seeded second here, was

scheduled to start his play against

bard-serving Australian Marie
Philippoussis late last night
Also in late action were Andre

Agassi against Magnus
Gustafsson.

In foe first round, Czech Martin
Damm downed Frenchman
Guillaume Raoux 7-6 (9-7), 6-2

and Dutch qualifierFemon Wibier
beat Francisco Clavet of Spain, 6-

7 (3-7). 6-4, At No. 211, Wibier is

the lowest ranked player in foe

draw.

Pete Sampras looks to begin

another winning streak when he
starts defense of his Paris Open
title against Marc Rosset of
Switzerland today.

Boris Becker, who beat Sampras
Sunday at Stuttgart, takes on
Spain's Carlos Moya, also today.

There is still a battle for the final

qualifying spots for theATP World
Championships in Hanover,

Germany, in the middle of
November. It features foe top eight

players based cm computer points.

Becker. Agassi, Marcelo Rios,

Krajicek, Wayne Ferreira and two
others are in contention for the

final three spots. Sampras. Chang,
Thomas Muster, Yevgeny
Kafelnikov and Goran Ivanisevic

have already qualified.

The tournament has 39 of foe

top 40 players in foe world entered

in the last Super-9 event of the

season. Only Andrei Medvedev, a
losing finalist here in 1993, is

missing with a sore shoulder

In Monday's late match, Stefan

Edberg. who is retiring at the end
of the season, trounced Michael
Stich in straight sets in first-round

action.

The 30-year-old Swede took

one hour and 19 minutes to beat

foe German 6-2, 6-4.

Edberg, whose world ranking of
17 left him one place outsride foe

seedings in a tournament boasting

most of the top 30, is set to face

No. 3 Thomas Muster ofAustria in

the second round.

LONDON (Reuter) - Hosts

Newcastle won big, bearing

Ferencvaros 4-0 (1-0) last night

in second-round, second-leg
UEFA Cup action.

Faustino Asprilla scored two
goals, in foe 42nd and 58th

minute, David Ginola scored in

the 65fo and Les Ferdinand put

the icing on foe cake with a 90th-
miniitift shot Newcastle wins 6-3

on aggregate

Intemazionale Milan had
England midfielder Paul face sent'

off and then survived a penalty

shoot-out to squeeze past unfan-

cied Casino Graz.
Inter, bidding to win foe com-

petition for the third time in seven

seasons, went into the match pro-

tecting a slender 1-0 first leg vic-

tory which evaporated when
Herfried Sabitzer put Graz ahead

after 35 minutes.

There was no further scoring,

but face was dismissed five min-
utes into extra time for a second
yellow card. Inter then won the

shoot-out 5-3 to advance.

There was double delight for

Germany in early matches with

both Hamburg and Schlake

advancing as expected.

Hamburg, 3-0 ahead on aggre-

gate against Spartak Moscow,
drew 2-2 in Russia to win 5-2 on
aggregate, but Schalke had a more
problematic night.

Schalke went to Trabzonspor 1-

0 ahead from foe first leg and
quickly raced into a 2-0 lead on
foe night thanks to two headers

from Dutchman Johan de Kock.
which put them 3-0 ahead.

Trabzonspor then launched a
fightback. going 3-2 up on the

night through two goals from
Hami Mandirali and causing some
concern to foe Germans who were
then leading only on foe away
goals rule.

But with 15 minutes remaining.
Martin Max, who scored the only
goal in foe first leg two weeks
ago, clinched the tie with
Schalke ’s third.

1
SA sports minister raps rugby union chief

CAPE TOWN (Reuter) - South African Sports Minister Steve Tshwete
yesterday accused rugby union chief Louis Luyt of lacking sensitivity
towards a faded black challenge for control of the Transvaal Ruebv
Union (TRU). 6 J

“lam not happy and I know that many people are not happy. If we

p contingents in the South African
FootbaU Union (SARFU) then rugby has no business here ”

H
Ught rU

f
b^ to Ws in the Robben island

“"f
1- agI

?
h

1

eid.. was reacting to reports that Luyt hadndiculed black ragby official Brian van Rooyen who made a failed bid
to unseat him as president of the TRU on Monday.

Barkley, Oakley fined,

suspended for fighting
CLASSIFIEDS

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Charles
Barkley of the Houston Rockets
and Charles Oakley of the New
York Knicks were suspended and
fined by foe NBA on Monday for

fighting in last Friday’s preseason
game between the teams.

Oakley was suspended two
games and fined $10,000 and
Barkley was suspended one game
and fined $5,000 for throwing
punches.

Barkley grabbed a rebound and
was wrestled to foe floor by
Oakley with 2:54 left in foe first

quarter. Barkley took exception to

the hard foul and both players

were ejected for throwing several

punches.
Oakley will miss New York’s

opener Friday at Toronto and foe

home opener Sunday against

Charlotte.

Barkley will miss Houston’s

opener Friday against Sacramento.

Meanwhile, foe Portland Trail

Blazers have suspended Isaiah

Rider for their first regular-season

game for failing to show up for the

team’s ‘final exhibition game
Sunday.
Rider tnkewri the team bus to

Corvallis, where foe Blazers met
the Seattle SuperSonics.

RATES

Special teams lift Bears
.-MINNEAPOLIS (Reuter) -
' Rashaan Salaam rushed for a sec-

.
ond-quarter touchdown. Jeff

.'•Jaeger kicked two field goals and
the Chicago Bears’ special teame
made several big plays in a 15-13
victory over the Minnesota
Vikings on Monday.
The Bears (3-5) trailed 3-2 after

the first quarter, fait scored 13
' straight points in the second period.

Salaam's one-yard scoring run,

•which capped a seven-play, 58-

: yard drive, was sandwiched
• between field goals of 41 and 44
yards by Jaeger that made it 15-3

at foe half.

Jaeger’s second field goal was
set up by a Mark Carrier intercep-

tion of a Warren Moon pass.

The Bears picked up their first

two points on a safety when
Kevin Minniefield blocked a punt

and punter Mitch Berger knocked
foe ball out of foe end zone.

Chicago's special teams came
up big again in die fourth quarter

when Sean Hams blocked a field

goal attempt that would have put

foe Vflrings ahead by one.

Minnesota scored the only

points of foe Second half in the

third quarter as Moon found

Qadry Ismail on a 54-yard touch-

down strike to make it 15-10. ,

The "Vikings added a 43-yard

Scott Sisson field goal to close foe

gap to 15-13.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - Afl rates
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words
(minimum).each additional word - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00
for 10 words (minimum), each adcflttanal

word - NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
tfitional word - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 70.20.
Rates are vafld until 30.11.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before pubfcatien; for Friday 4 p.m. on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Halia - weekdays: 1

2

noon. 2 days before pubfcatton; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 pun. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Hafo.

DWELLINGS

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, priv.

bathroom. T.VVTeJ. quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

RENTALS

CASPI ST„ CHARMING 4 room apart-

ment, garden, S1400. EVA AVIAD. Tel.

02-561-8404.

NOVEMBER. SPACIOUS FULLY
equipped 3 room apartment. ML Zion
view. EVA AVIAD REALTOR. Tel. 02-
5616404.

REHAVIA, 5 ROOM APARTMENT, ter-

race. beautiful, SI 900. EVA AVIAD RE-
ALTOR. Tel. 02-561-8404.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX, 4
rooms, garden, patios. S1200. EVA
AVIAD REALTOR. Tel. 02-561-8404.

SHEAL - INFORMATION SERVICE for
flats and rooms. 21 King George SL.
Jerusalem. Tel. 02-625-6919.

SALES
GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central. 20
sq.m, basement, garden, underground

'
3. Immediate. 'ISRABUILD' Tel

SAVION, LARGE VILLA, very luxurious

+ pool, suitable for diplomat, exclusive
to DE BUTON REALTORS. Tel. 03-
5343356.

4 ROOMS, 110 sq.m., furnished, near
sea, NorthTel Aviv. + parking. Tel. 03-
523-8067, 03-604-4094, Donna.

RELIGIOUS DRUG REHAB seeking

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

BAT YAM, 4 + dinette, completely fur-
nished. for foreign residents, diplomats.
Tel. 02-624-4415. 050-230228.

general

General

RENTALS

SCOREBOARD
NHL - Monday’s results: Phoenix 5, Montreal 4 (OT); Colorado I,

Washington 0.

NAYOT - VERY SPACIOUS, furnished, 3
room, large terraces* sunny. EVA AVIAD
REALTOR. Tet 02-661-8404.

TALEUEH, SPACIOUS 2 room apartment,

balcony, new. $1000. EVA AVIAD RE-
ALTOR.
Tel. QZ-561-8404.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.

Short and long term rentals.

Bed end breakfast,

P.O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044

TeL 02-5611745, Fax: 02-561-8541.

dwellings
Jerusalem

HOUDAY RENTALS

GERMAN COLONY, 3. quiet, central,
new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRABUlLD. Tel 02-566-6571

.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view at Knesset stor-

pariang. S495JJ00. ISRABUILD, TeL
1.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, nth floor, view of Knesset stor-

'
’

3. 5495.000. ISRABUILD. TeL

BEAUTIFUL COTTAGE, 6 rooms, quiet
Immediate. S22.000. INTER-ISRAEL.
Tel. 03-516-7777.

JAFFA- SUITABLE FOR diplomat/
couple, small, luxurious house * patio.
Wonderfully designed. From l.n.96.
MEDITERRANEAN REAL ESTATE. Tel.
03-5184056.

PENTHOUSE ADJACENT GAN-HA'IR-
GARDEN, 4 or 5 rooms, luxurious, new.
TeL (03)524-9661.

RAMAT AVTV G1MMEL, 4 elegant quiet
air conditioned, underground parkina
S1300. YAEL REALTOR (MALDAN). Tel
03-642-6253.

WHERE TO STAY
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES
Gan Ha'ir. near sea. tourists / business^
men, shortftong term. Tel. 03-696-9099
050-358972. '

DWELLINGS

^L™fr S
n
P^AKERS WANTED! High

M*
5
?

1 Can Erain al TeL 03-575-6255.
8

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR FOR lamBy r
evenings to Tet. 09 Call

SITUATIONS VACANT

HARD WORKING HOUSEKEEPER h
housetrorfc . live /in or live / out TeL 01

UVE-tN HELP IN HerzHysonod™gyrate accoSSSflS

k^
ESE^.AU pa,r

. English sDea)et housework + childcare, vnthJS

u .V Tan
Haifa and North

CHINESE RESTAURANT IN Aseeking wajters/waitresaes freag^e-m Included. Tel.

Tel Aviv

Dan Region

SALES

REHAVIA, 3 ROOM apartment, extra
maid's room. EVAAVIAD REALTOR.
TeL 02-561-8404.

TALBIEH, SPACIOUS APARTMENT
with charm in Arab house, must see
EVA AVIAD REALTOR. Tel. 02-561-
8404.

DWELLINGS

LUXURIOUS NEW COTTAGE. 5 bed-roorns. reduced to $445,000. Ri&hon
Beach. Tel. 08-9466604.

snon

DWELLINGS

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE REST!! We are the bastli

§feA“ Palr 1

03!

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILARl e

Mma Tel. 03-9^° ^ 030

FIUPINA HOUSEKEEPER LIVF-im ^
FC

cellular F
CELLCOM. Will
Pjfoe. Call Erez
600-608.,

vehicles

Sharon Area

RENTALS

Tel Aviv

Sf^i’nnn*
BEl

?1

ROOM
. Herzliya Pitu-

f.
h.-.pl600, excellent location KAUFMAN REAL ESTATE. Tel. 0S677^TF'

SERVICES
Jerusalem

RENTALS
COUNSELING/HEAl-m
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The Jerusalem Post Wednesday, October 30, 1996 WHAT’S ON

CRITIC’S CHOICE
POETRY
Helen Kaye

GERMAN-Jewish poet Heinrich
Heine was bom 200 years ago this
year. Fans can attend a symposium
in his honor on November 10. The
program in Hebrew' includes
excerpts from his work and a lecture
by author Moshc Shamir on Heine
and the Bible, as well as lieder set to

his poems performed by Gila Varan
in German and Hebrew with
Shimon Cohen on piano. At the Tel
Aviv public library, Beit Ariela, at

7:30 pjiu Info and tickets: (03) 691-
0146.

ENGLISH THEATER
Helen Kaye

PEASOUPER from the UK Rejects
Revenge theater is a mad comedy
for three. It*s set in Victorian
England, an ancient Egyptian tomb
and ihe Wild West, and it’s complete
with Indiana Jones-type derring-do,

a speeding train, camels and a cursed
pearl. At the Haifa Technion Cinema Hall tonight at

Clarinetist Sharon Kara plays with the JSO in Jerusalem.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

row (9:30). An opportunity to enjoy an original jazz

program rooted in this country's folk-music tradi-

tions.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

TWO exceptional young female musicians share

the limelight at the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra’s current subscription concert under the

baton of music director David Shallon. Sensational

violist Tabea Zimmermann. one of the best violists

in the world today, plays the Hungarian Andante
and Rondo by Weber while clarinetist Sharon Kam,
who is slowly but surely capturing an important
place in the world's leading concert halls, plays
Rossini's Introduction. Theme and Variations.

Together they play Bruch’s Concerto for viola and
clarinet and the evening ends with Dvorak's Eighth
Symphony. At the Henry Crown Symphony Hall in

Jerusalem tonight and tomorrow (8).

ETHNIC

Michael Ajzenstadt

ISRAELI jazz ensemble Minuet celebrates the

release of its newest disc - which is very Middle
Eastern in nature and style - with a special festive

performance at the Enav Centre in Tel Aviv tomor-

LONE STAR - A big, satisfying swirl of

a movie. John Sayles’s latest picture audaciously

blends questions of personal and political history

with an old-fashioned mystery story. Set in a

Texas bonier town, the film opens with the dis-

covery of a human skeleton and rusting police

badge among the cacti on an abandoned rifle-

range. Mournful-eyed sheriff Sam Deeds (Chris

Cooper), son ofthe town’s iate, legendary lawman
Buddy Deeds (played in flashbacks by Matthew
McConaugheyj, decides to open an investigation

into what appears to be a 40-year-old murder
involving his own father and another notorious

and widely loathed sheriff (Kris KristofFerson).

Sayles's greatest achievement here is the vital,

Dickensian use he makes of his huge, racially var-

ied casL Until the very end. when he flags and
spreads the resolution around in ways that strain

credibility, he consistently turns sharp attention

and sympathy to each character as a complex indi-

vidual instead of as a token. (English dialogue,

Hebrew subtitles. Not recommended for chil-

dren.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
6 Curt censor resolved to

skimp work (3,7)

8 Gosh—it's hard to fit into
seat in church (4)

9 Gradually bit the food (9)

11 Knocks a piece* of wood
about (4)

12 Home of Joan, a Roman
Catholic (3)

13 Wonderful directors, just

right for- shipping (9)

16 Right in a strange way?
Wrong (4)

17 Robin’s coat? (7)

18 A large part of the earth is

peacmul (7)

20Throw on to the ship (4)

21 One would be unwilling to

die like this (9)

23 Something to quieten one,

so quiet (3)

24 There's still one mystery in
the mountains (4)

25 Display for a long time in
food store (9)

29 Scottish relatives keep
money in container (4)

30 Treacherous, executed

—

that's fair (10)

DOWN
1 Curious—a penny for a
piece of steak (4)

2 Spots the cane coming out
(4)

3 Bank of Scotland (4)

4 Officer uninterested in

detail? (7)

EH

jrtlji

5 Receive applause, but
think again (10)

7 Youth's spell as a
vegetarian? (5,4)

8 A price apt to be changed
for each person (3,6)

10 Motorists needing a lift

—in this? (3)

13 Contaminant found in all

meals? Nol (10)

14 Notice embassy entrance
(9)

15 Huge bird gives amuse-
ment at fair (3,6)

19 Staying on the move in

such darkness (7)

22 Not over weight (3)

26 Not all NATO partners are

at the summit (4)

27 Side of cooked meet (4)

28 Shortly you will scream (4)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Chou, 4 Polish, B

Distant, 10 Smart, 11 Late, IS

Malaise, IS Rip. 14 Bide, IS Her, IB

Rue, 20 Reverie, 21 Safe, 24 Agree,

2S Enlarge, 28 Ntaded, XT Dodge.

DOWN: 1 Coddle. 2 Onset, S X-cay,

5 Obsolete. 8 Imagine. I Hatred, S

Stamp, 18 Retrieve, IS Inverse. 17

Ordain, 18 Refer, 19 Delete, 23

Acrid. 23 Glad.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Obverse ofa coin
(5)

4 Necessitates (7)

8 Merciful (7)

9Princely (5)
10 Purchaser(5)
11 Took tiny bites (7)

13 Finishes (4)

15 Harangue (6)

17Frozen stake (6)

20 Cleanse (4)

'

22 Highest (7)

24 Greek faWe writer

(5)

26 Heath genus (5)

27 Result (7)

28Acrobatic
equipment (7)

29Spools (5)

DOWN
1 Large fish (7)

2 Irritate(5)

3 Navigated (7)

4 Prolong (6)

5 Pulsate (5)

6 Arcadian (7)

7Raw vegetable
dish (5)

-

12 Oxford river (4)

14 Tidings (4)

16 Facsimile (7)

18 Part ofa book (7)

19 Fast train (7)

21 Indoors (2,4)

22 Larceny (5)

23 Egg-shaped (5)

25 Potteries town (5)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:31 News in Arahtc 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Evolutionary Trends 8:30 On
Second Thought 9:00 Social studies
9:15 Stones from Life 9:25. They
Simply Said No 9:30 Candy Can Do it

9:45 Programs for young chi/dren
9:50 Vivra Surpnse 10:15 A Century
of Zionism 11:15 Geography 11:40
Judaism 12:05 Musrc 12:35 Science
and Technology 13:00 The Onedin
Line 14:00 Surpnse Train 14:25 Kitty

Cat and Tommy 14:45 Gaya. Gal and
Giti 15:00 Animals

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zap to 1 15:32 Video Force
15:50 The Adventures of Dodo 16:00
A Decade of Hoppa Hey 16:30
Garfield 16:50 The Adventures of

Dodo 16:59 A New Evening 17:34
Liberty Street 18:00 Droopy 18:10
Musical Notes 18:15 News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Four Seasons 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:31 Champs 20:00 News 20:45
Basketball 22:30 The Sculptress
23:30 News 00;00 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Top Cat 13:30 Itz and Mitz

14:00 Echo Point 14:30 Street Wise -
drama senes 15:00 Beethoven - ani-

mated senes 15:30 Dave's World
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine with Rati

Reshef 17:30 Sporty - sport maga-
zine for youth 18:00 Senora 19:00
The Crew 19:25 The Woes of

Ephraim 20:00 News 20:30 Wheel of

Fortune 21:05 Life According to

Laszlo - comedy series featuring

Hannah Laszlo in some of her best-
known character roles 21:36 Fatal

Money 22:35 The Terminator - fast-

paced action movie about an unstop-
pable robot, programmed (or vio-

lence. which is sent back in time to kill

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS28.08 per line,

including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur.. 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception' Centre.
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a. 9, 23, 26, 28. For info, call

8B2819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah
installations, Chagall Windows. Tel.

02-416333. 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Following the

Shock; Graffiti in Yitzhak Rabin
Square until December 12. Itzhak

Danzigen A Retrospective' until

November 9. Menashe Kadishman:
Drawings until November 4. Two
New Israeli Exhibitions: Portraits -

"Virtual Reality"; Face to Face:
Didactic Exhibition. New acquisition:

Two Tiffany Stained Glass Windows.
HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION
FOR CONTEMPORARY ART.
Summer Exhibition for Children:
Celebration ol Colour games and
workshop. I Am You Artists Against

Violence: 20 posters. Hours:
Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue. 10
a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat
10 3 p.m. Meyerhoff Art Education
Center, Tel. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Le4> Yaffe, 673-
1901; Balsam. Salah e-Din, 627-2315;
Shuafat, Shuafat Road, 561-0108; Dar
Aidawa, Herod's Gate. 623-2058.
TW Avhn Pharma Oaf Jabotinsfcy, T25 fbn

G viral. 546-2040; Kupa! Hoflm Clalit, 7-9
Amsterdam. 523-2333. Till 3 a.m.
Thursday: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125
Ibn Gvtrol, 546-2040. Till midnight:
Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein. 941-
3730; London Ministers Superpharm, 4
5haul Hamelech, 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Hagai Hayaiok, 8
Haharoshet Ra’anana. 983537.
Netanya; Hanasai, 36 Weizmarm,
823639.
Haifa: Balfour. 1 Massada. 862-2289.
Krayot area: Sabina. 24 Hagelen, Kiryat

Biafe. 873-5674.
HerzUya: Clal Pharni, Beit Merkazbn, 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), HerzBya
Pltuah. 558472. 558407. Open 9 ajn. to

mldntghL
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
Mall, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (Internal, oph-
thalmology. ENT): Hadassah Bn Kerem
(surgery, obstetrics); Hadassah ML
Scopus (orthopedics); Blair Hoh'm (pedi-

atrics).

Tel Avhr: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics): Tel Aviv

Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies tfal 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(Engflsti) in most parts of the country. In

Kfar Sava* BQ2222
Nahartya- 991 2333
Netanya' 604444
PatahTDcva’ 8311111
Rahovor 0451333
Rahon* 8642333
Salad 820333
Tel Aviv- 5480111
'ntwrias' 782444

AshdocT 8551333
Ashfceton 6551 332
Bewsheba' 6274767
Ben Shemesh BS23133
Dan Region- 5783333
Bar ^2444
Haifa* 8512233
Jerusalem' 523133
KarmlBl* S88S444
- Mobile Intensive Cara Unit fMSCU) service in

the area, around the dock.

il help for tourists (In English)
177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at
Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205. 24 hours
a dsy.'for Information incase of poisoning.
Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201. also:

Jerusalem 581-0303. Tei Avfv 546-1111
(chlldren/youth 696-1113). Haifa 867-
2222/3. Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya
625110, Harmlei 988-8770. Kfar Sava
767-4555. Hadera 346789.
Wtzo hotlines for battered women 02-
651-4111, 03-648-1133 (also in Russian).

07-637-8310, 08-855-0506 (also hi

Amhartc).
Rape Crisis Canin’ (24 hours), Tei Aviv

523-4819. 544-9181 (men), Jerusalem

625-5558. Haifa 853-053% Eilat 633-

1977.
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7676).

a seemingly mnccent woman.
Starring Arnold Schwarzenegger.
nOS mins, i 00:00 News 00:05 The
Terminator, continued 00:50 The
Knack - British DOlice drama series

1:41 Gillette World Scots Special
2:04 Ananna (1971) - IsraeN film

about a young woman bom out oi

wedlock. Her t;fe has been difficult,

but the tragedy of her circumstances
is compounded when the father of the
young man to whom she <s engaged
opposes the wedding to the extern
that the matter goes to court. Starring
Dasi Hadar, Tova Perdu 3:30 Beadles
About 3:55 On the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

14:05 The Muppet Show 14:30 The
Bold and the Beautiful 15:00 Pyramide
15:30 French programs 16:00
Documentary 16:30 Blizzard Island

17:00 News flash 17:01 The
Adventurers and Kelly 1&00 French
Programs 18:30 News headlines
19:35 The Four Seasons 20:01
Superstars of Action 20&0 Challenges
21:10 NBA Basketball 22:00 News in

English 22:00 Bugs 23:15 Hart to Hart

00:00 Who's the Boss?

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 Quantum Shopping 8:00 TV
Shop 14:00 The 700 Club 15:00
Lany King 16:00 The A-Team 16:55
Family Challenge 17:45 Family
Matters 18:10 Saved by the Bell

18:35 Day and Dale 1ft30 World
News Tonight 20:00 Coach 2(k25
Dave's World 20-.50 Bob Newhart
21:15 Dove Awards 23:00 CNN
00:00 TV Shop 2:00 Quantum
Shopping 3:00 TV Shop

CABLE
rrv 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 16:30 Things Which
Can’t Be Sold 17:15 Discussion in

Arabic 18:00 Amores 19:00 News in

Arabic 19:30 Documentary in

Russian -The Man Who Loved in

Hebrew - three-part series on Eliezer

Ben-Yehuda 20:00 News 20:45
Nostalgia 21:15 Kate Bush 22:45
Songs Plus 23:15 First Creations -
early works of film director Oliver

Stone

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Wonder Years 16:00 A Century
of Zionism - with Russian subtitles

17:00 Homeland 17:35 World of

Wonder 18:00 Welcome to France
18:30 Family Relations 19:00
Evolutionary Trends 19:30 Point ol

View 20:00 A New Evening, with

Russian subtitles 20:30 Basic Arabic

21:00 Star Trek - The Next
Generation 21:45 Pop Songs 22:00
Zombit Computers 22:30
Syncopation 23:30 The Jews of North
Africa rn the era of colonialism

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rpt) 9:00 One Life to

Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the
Restless (rpt) 10:30 Days of Our
Lives (rpt) 11:20 Peria Negra (rpt)

12:10 Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas

(rpt) 13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05
Robin's Hoods 14:55 Sisters 15£0
Days-of Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors
17:10 Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live

18:45 The Young and the Restless

19:30 Local broadcast 20:00 Peria
Negra 2050 Melrose Place 21:40
The Monroes 22:30 Silk Stagings
23:20 The Larry Sanders Show 23:45
Melrose Place 00:30 Nursing School
1:20 Key Position

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Asian Connection: Road to
Mandalay (1995) (rpt) 13:10 Paradise
Hawaiian Style (1966) - musical com-
edy starring Elvis Presley (rpt) 14:45
Go For It (1983) (rpt) 16:35 Adam:
His Song Continues (1986) (rpt)

18:05 Superman 3 (1983) (rpt) 20:15
Getting Married in Buffalo (1989) -

when her father efies, Sophie returns

to the farm where she grew up. She
hires a high-school friend to help her

and slowly they fall in love. (105
mins.) 22:00 Stolen Innocence (1995)
- a runaway teenager befriends an
ex-con on the run from the law.

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Afegrp Non
5 * High Noon 7 * Blood Sample 930 *
Excatour 9:30 G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mall

a) » 6788448 A Time to KDMlTin
430. 7:15, 10 * The Nutty

ProfdssoreiVvIstereSL Clara*Escape
From 1—AJeCIrcle of Friends 4:45. 7:15,

9:45 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus SL * 5617167 A Summer In La
Qoulette 7. 9-30 * Le Affintta Elective 7.

930 LEV SMADAR Trainspotting 5:45
* Stealing Beauty 730. 10 -k Antonia’s
Line * The Planet Blue Thu 12:15 a.m.
RAV CHEN 1-7 * 6792799 Credit Card
Reservations^ 6794477 Rav-Mecher
Building, 19 Ha'oman SL. lUpot Dogs Are
Color BlimreChabi Reaction *1116
PaflbearereLooMng For Richard 5. 730.
9:45 * Independence Day 4. 7. 9:45 *
Mod Flanders 5, 7:15, 9:45 * It Takes

Hardtidames and the Giant
Hunchback ot Notre Dame

(Hebrew datog) 430. 7:15, 10 * Escape
Rom LA. 4:45, 7:15, ft45
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE A Summer in La
Goulette 5. 7:45. 9:45 * Angel 7 *
Streetflta 930OQENGOFF = 5172823
The Brothers McMuRen 11 am.. 1.3, 5.
7:45, 10 * Leaving Las Items llam.,1.
3, 5, 7:45, 10 COLONY ltotster«Escape
From LA. 5. 730, 10 * The

”
Professor 5. 730. 10 GAT
Moll Flanders 5,7:15,9-A5 GORDON

' Man, Woman 530. 7:45. 10
.HOD 1-4 *5226226 Hod T

101 Dizengaff SL Circle of
Clara 5. 730. 10 +Tln Man 430, 7:15, 10
* EscapeRem LA. The EJghtSi Day 5.
730. 10 * The Nutty Professor 11 ajru
1:15. 3. 530, 730. 10 * Thahvspottlng
1:15, 3:30. 5*5. io * Cofci Comfort Farm
1 1:15 un. 7:45 * A Time to KUI 7:15, 10
* Antonia's Lfete 11 am.. 3,5* Mon.
Homme 1.3* LaAfBnaEtettive 11a.m.,
1. 5, 730, 10 G.G. PETER Tin Cup»A
Time to Kill 430. 7:15, 10 * Clrde of
FHands*SL CteraieThe Eighth Day 5.
730. 10 RAV-CHENt* 5282286

Center Chain ReactionttDogs
Blind 5. 730. 9:45 *
Day 4:15, 7, 9:45 Spy

1130 am.. 230. 5. 73a 9:45 *
Multkrftetty 1 1 30 am, 230. 5. 730.9:45
* TheRock 1130 arru 2. 430. 7:15, 9:45
* Jamesand the Giant Peach * Muppets
IstentfSpy HardfeThe Hunchback of
Notie Dame (Hebrew cSatogj Mt ihfces
TWo 5. 730. 9j45 * Lone Star 4vt5. 7:15.
9>9S G.G. TEL AVIV » 5281181 65
Pinsker St TWtstartiscme Rem LA. 5,
5.730.10 TELAV1VMUSEUM Nelly
andMr.Amaud 5,8,10
HAIFA .

CINEMA GAF£ AMAMI * 8325755
Cold Comfort Rami 7:15 wTleli
9:15 * Mon. Homme 7:15. 9=ii

MON TWstuifeCMape From LA.*The
Brothers McMullen •Mission Impostbte
430, 7. 9:15 CINEMATHEQUE
Grandpa's Journey 7 * The Quarrel 930
GLOBECfTY cticte of Fr1ends«SL
Clare 44*5, 7:15. 9:45 * Tin CupftA Time
to Km 7:15, 10 * ltoistaf#fhe Nutty

Are

Attraction turns to fear when he kid-

napps her for ransom. With Tracy

Gold and Thomas Calabrow. 23:35

Kick Boxer 4 (1994) (rpt) 1:10

Privates on Parade (1983) — John

Cleese stars as a stiff major in a com-
edy about a bizarre USO-type unit

sent to Singapore to entertain sol-

diers in the British Army. (100 mins.)

3:00 Powwow Highway (1989) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 9:05 Jin Jin and the
Panda Patrol 9:30 VR Troopers
10:00 Little University - America
10:30 Hangin' With Mr. Cooper 10:55

Saved by the Bell 11:35 Max Gltck

12:00 Little House on the Prairie

12:45 Alvin and the Chipmunks 1 3:00
Surprise Garden 13:20 Dracula Mon
Seigneur 13:45 Make Believe Closet

14:05 Blinky Bill 14:35 Slmba the

Lion Kmq 15:00 VR Troopers 15:25
Little University - Inventors 16:00
Welcome Freshmen 16:25 Saved by
the Bell 16:45 Rocko's Modem Life

17:00 Black Stallion 17:30 Lillie

House on the Prairie 18:15 Popcomia
18:35 Make-Believe Closet 19:05
The Legend ol the North Wind 19:30

Three's Company 20:00 Married with

Children 20:25 Roseanne 2050 The
Ren and Stimpy Show 21:05 Step by
Step 21:30 Family Ties

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Strangers on a Train (1951) -

Hitchcock thriller (rpt) 23:40 The Man
Who Loved Women (French, 1977) -
story of an aging engineer who sees
every woman who passes by as a
missed opportunity. With Charles
Denner, Leslie Caron, Brigitte Fossey
and Nathalie Baye. (119 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:0Q Open University 12:00 National

Geographic Explorer (rpt) 13:00
Great Books: Darwin (rpt) 14:00
Open University 15:00 National

Geographic Explorer (rpt) 17:00
Great Books; Darwin (rpt) 1B:00
Open University 20:00 Wild South
21:00 Cousteau 22:05 Sadhus:
India's Holy Men - Osho 23:00 Wild
South (rpt) OOrtO Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00 The
Ticket 7:30 NBC News 8:00 Today
10:00 Wail Street Morning Report
11:00 European Money Wheel 15:30
Wall Street Morning Report 17:00
MSNBC - The Site 18:00 National

Geographic 19:00 The Wine Express
19:30 The Ticket 20:00 The Selina

Scott Show 21:00 Dateline 22:00
Golf: American PGA tour 23:00 The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno 00:00
Late Night with Conan O’Brien 1:00
Later with Greg Kinnear 1:30 NBC
News 2:00 The Tonight Show with

Jay Leno 3:00 MSNBC - Intemight

STAR PLUS

6:00 Graham Kerris Kitchen 6:30 0
TV 7:00 Kate & Allie 7:30 Oprah
Winfrey 8:30 Chicago Heme 9:30
Santa Barbara 10&0 The Bold and
the Beautiful 11:00 Buniyaad 12:00
Home andAway 12:30 Lost in Space
12:00 Graham Kerr's Kitchen 13:30
Black Beauty 14:00 Kate & Aflie 14:30
Graham Kerr’s Kitchen 15:00 The
Road Show 15:30 Star News in Hindi

16:00 Small Wonder 16:30 The Bold

and the Beautiful 17)00 Hindi program
17:30 Star News 18:00 Alio Aik) 18:30

Baywatch 19:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00
21 Junto Street 22:00 Picket Fences
23:00 Quincy 00:00 Oprah Winfrey

1:00 Bamaby Jones 2:00 Home and
Away 2:30 The SuBivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Body in Motion 16:00 Body in

Motion 16:30 Dangerous Games
17:30 English League Soccer -
Nottingham Forest vs. Everton 18:30
World Championship Handball: Israel

vs. Czech Republic - live 20:00
Boxing 21:00 Soccer from the

League of Champions

EUROSPORT

9:30 Eurogoals 10:30 Racing:
Indycar season roundup (rpt) 12&0
Soccer UEFA Cup (rpt) 14:30 Slam -
international basketball magazine

CINEMA
Professor 4:45 MORIAH CAFE 3
8643654 Stealing Beauty 730.930
+ The Plane! Blue Thu 1130 ORLY*
8381868 Lone Star 630. 9:15 PANORA-
MA A Time to Km 430. 7, 930 * The
Nutty Professor 430. 7. 930 + The
Eighth Day 430, 7, 930 * Swan
Princess (Hebrew cfefogj •Babe (Hebrew
datog) 4:45. 7.9:15 * Independence Day
4, 6:45, 9:45 RAV-MOR 1-7 w 8416898
Dogs Are Color B*nd#The Pallbearer
4:45, 7. 930 * Independence Day 4, 6:45.

9:30 * Moll Flanders 4:30. 7. 930 *
Chain Reaction 4:45, 7, 930 *
Phenomenon 7. 930 Spy Hard 5, 7.

9:30 takes Two 5 * The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew ctafog) •Swan
PrineessfH&yewdfeJbg) •James and the
Giant Peach '4:45, 7, 930 * Jones and
the Giant PaachGSpy HartMThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew rSa-

S&L*
30

Spy Hard g
ASHDOO
G.G. GIL tr 8647202 A Time to
KBMndependence Day 430, 7:15, 10 *
Chain Reactionist Ctara*Escapa Rom
LA. 5.730.10 G.G. OR1 1-3» 71 1223
1Wteter*The Nutty Professor 5. 730, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL tr 729977 Tin Cup 430. 7:15,
10 * IWfeter 5. 730. 10 * Escape Rnom
LA. 10 * SL Clara 5. 730 * A Time to
KB 101 * The Nutty Professor 5,7:30
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN Twister 5, 730. 9:45
Chain ReactionMogs Are Color Blind
5. 730, 9:45 * Independence Day 4, 7,
9:45 * Spy Hard 5. 730, 9:45 * Tin Cop
7:15, 9:45 * Toy Story(Hstrew eSabg)
•James and the Glam PeachiThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-

G.G. GlL TWister 5, 730 * Escape Rom
LA 10 * Tto Cup 430. 7:15, 10 The
Nutty Professor 5. 730. 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 w 235278 Chain
[feactloniDogs Are Color BBnd 5.730,
9:45 * MoB Ftenders 5. 7:15, 9:45 *
Phenomenon 730. 9-^45 * Spy Hanl 5 +
James and the Glam PeachASwan
Princess(Hebrew datog) •The
Hunchback of Notre Dame(Hebrew da-
tog) 730. 10 The Nutty Professor 730,

HADERA
LEV
730. 10 * A
10
HERZUYA
DANIEL HOTEL The Eighth Day 730,
10 STARw 589068 Tin Cup 730. 10 *
The Nutty Professor 7:45 Ttoteter 10 *
A Time tp Kill 7:15, 10 * ItTMcasTWo 7.
930 KFAR SAVA G.G. GIL *7677370
Ctideof RtendsiTWteter 5 . 730. 10* A
Time to KH 43a 7:15, to * James and
the Giant Reach * Tin Cup 7:15. 10 *
Escape Fro LA. 430* St. Clara 5.730.
10 * Independence Day * The Eighth

G-G- GIL The Nutty Professor

Reaction
Cup 7:15.

11

15:00 Tennis: ATP tour from Pans -
&ve 00:00 Motor Sports Magazine

1:00 Showjumping: World

Championships, Mexico 2:00

Amateur Video Magazine

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Badminton; Danish Open
Championship 9:00 Chinese League

Soccer 11:00 International Motor

Sports Magazine 12:00 Badminton:

Danish Open Championship - live

16:00 NBA Fantastics 16:30 Soccer
Classic games 18:30 Soccer from

Spain llioo Golf: European tour

roundup 20:00 Water Sports

Magazine 21:00 NBA Fantastics

21 :30 Motorcycle Racing: Grand Pnx.

Australia 23:00 International Motor

Sports Magazine 00:00 Badminton:

Danish Open Championship

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 Key to the

White House 10:05 Horizon (rpt)

10:30 Tomorrow's Wortd (rpt) 11:30

Rim '06 14:15 Panorama (rpt) 15:15

World Business Report 15:30 Asia-

Paciflc Newshour 16:30 Floyd’s

American Pie (rpt) 17:05 Key to the

White House (rpl) 18:30 Tomorrow's

Worid (rpt) 1930 The Travel Show
(rpt) 20:00 World Report 22:05
Around the Wortd in 60 Days 23:30
Top Gear - motoring magazine 00:00
World Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30

Sports 10:30 Showbiz Today
CNN Newsroom 12:30 World Report
1 3:30 CNN American Edition 13:40 Q
& A 14:00 Asian News 14:30 World
Sport 15:00 Asian News 15:30
Business Asia 16:00 Lany King Live

17:30 World Sport (rpt) 18:30 Earth

Matters 19:30 Q&A 21:00 World
Business Today 21:30 CNN World
News 22:00 Larry King (rpt) 23:00
European News 23:30
Correspondent 00:00 World Business

Today Update 00:30 World Sport

1:00 Wortd News 2:30 Moneyline
3:00 Headline News

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 6:30 CBS
Evening News 7:30 ABC World News
11:30 Sky Destinations 12:30 ABC
Nightiine 13:30 CBS News This

Morning - live 16:30 Live from
Parliament 19:00 Live at Five 20:30
Tonight with Adam Boulton 21:30
Sportstine 22:30 Newsmakers 1:30

CBS Evening News 2:30 ABC World
News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 MozartA
Musical Joke; Beethoven: Die
Geschbpfe des Prometheus ballet

music; Lalo: Symphonic espagnole;
Borodin; Symphony no 2; Debussy:
La men H. Berman: Adagio for clar-

inet and strings 12:00 Light Classical
- works by Hahrorsen, Weinberger,

Dukas, Puccini. Chabrier, Offenbach
12;45 Elizabeth Rich, piano -
Schumann: Cameval op 9,

Ndwelletten op 21 nos 6, 4 and 8
14:06 Encore 15:00 Keys 16:00
Schubert: Ave Maria and othersongs;
Beethoven: "Moonlight" sonata;
Vivaldi: Dixit Dominus no 504;
Haydn: String quartet in D op 76/5
(Tokyo); Dvorak: Moravian Duets
18:00 Works by Schubert German
Dances D783; Songs tor men's choir:

Sonata in A for violin and piano;

Adagio and concert rondo tor piano

quartet, TrouT Quintet 20:05
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra-IBA,
cond. David Shallon, soloists Tabea
Zimmermann (viola), Sharon Kam
(clarinet). Rossini: Introduction,

Theme and Variations tor clarinet and
orch: Weber Hungarian Andante for

viola and orch; Bruch: Concerto for

clarinet, viola and orch; Dvorak:
Symphony no 8 23:00 Golden
Generation - Forgotten Pianists.

Samuel Feinbera - Bach: Choral
Preludes BWV 663 and 662; Mozart
Piano sonata in E flat K282, Fantasy
an fugue in C K394, Sonata in D
K576, 12 variations in B flat K500

! DaytSL Clara •Tin Cup
4:45. 7. 9r30 * Escape From LA. 7, 930
* Babe (Hebrew dialog) 4:45 *1Mstar 7.

9:30 * A Time to
tolMlta'itepotttogMSlBaling Beauty 7,

K?RYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL » 6905080 The Nutty
ProfessorfeSL Clara •Trainspotting
430. 7. 930
LOD
STAR The Nutty Professor 730. 9:45
Twister 7:15, 9:45 * SL Clara 730. 9.45 *
Stay Hard 5
NAHARIYA
HEJCHAL HATARBUT Independence

u^Ir’nazareth
G.G GIL SL Clara*Chain Reaction
•Twister •Escape Rom LA-•The Nutty
Professor 430, 7, 930 * A Time to KH1
4:15. 7, 930
NESSZIONA
G-G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 Tin Cup 430.
7:15, 10* A Time to KiU 10* The Nutty
Professor 5, 730. 10 *1Wister 5. 730 *
Babe (Hebrew datog) 430. 7:15. 10 *
Escape Rom LA. 10 * SL Clara 5. 730
TWteter 5. 730. 10 RAV CHEN Chain

ReactfonfeThe PallbearersDogs Are
Color BBnd 5, 730, 9:45 * Independence

4.7. 9:45 * James and the Giant
PeachSSpy HardSThe Hunchback of

7:15, 930

G.G. HECHAL Tin Cup 430. 7:15, 10 *
TWister 5. 730, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 »
9340818 A Time to Kffl 430.7:15.10*
St CiaraSThe Nutty Professor 5, 730,
10RA'ANANA
CW-MOFFTLo Affintta EJettive ID 830

Bsssfasp
tou,7:,5Mo

RAV-GAN 1-4 W 6197121 The
PMbeerarBDoas Are Color BBnd 5.
730. 9:45 * TWister 5. 730, 9:45 * MoB
Flandere 7:15, 9:45 * The Nutty
Professor 5 * Spy Herd * Swan
Princess (Hebrew caabg) •James and
the Giant Peach 5. 730. 9:45 *
Independence Day. 4. 7. 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Cold Comfort Flwm 730.930

REHOVOT
CHEN 9362868 A Tima to fdWTIn
Cun 7, 9:45* Sfeating Beauty 7:15.9:45

Nelly et M. Amaud 730, 10
RfSHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 > 9819669 SL
Claras Train spotting •Mission
hiwosslbleSThe Nutty Professor
•Escme Rom LA. 730. 10 GIL 1-3
Twister 5, 730, 10* TheNuttyProfessor
430 * Tin Cup 7:15, 10 HAZAHAV
CfrcJe of BrlendsSTwfeter 5, 730. 10 *
Tin Cup 430. 7:15. 10 * A Tims to Kill

430. 7:15. 10 * James and the Giant
PWeh 5. 73ft 9:45 * Beautiful Girls 5.

73a 9:45 * Dogs Are Color Blind 730,
9A5 * James and the Gtont Peach 5
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878 AB
times are pun. unless otherwise Indicat-
ed.



Katsav: Peres

government
made deal for

opening tunnel
I I AiM 1 ILIADAT COLLINS

DEPUTY Prime Minister Moshe

Katsav told the Knesset’s State

Control Committee yesterday that

discussions on opening the

Western Wall Tunnel had taken

place under the previous govern-

ment. He said former prime min-

ister Shimon Peres had reached a

package deal under which the

Moslem Wakf would be allowed

to use the Solomon’s Stables area

for Friday prayers during

Ramadan in return for the tunnel

being opened.

Katsav was asked to speak to

the committee which is discussing

a demand by Moshe Shahal

(Labor) to ask State Comptroller

Miriam Ben-Poral to prepare a

report on the decision to open the

tunnel.

Katsav said the tunnel excava-

tion work which had been con-

cluded before the elections had not

drawn opposition from the Wakf,

and the current government there-

fore had no reason to believe that

implementing the decision to open
it would result in such a serious

response. No intelligence assess-

ment had predicted rioting, he

stressed. Katsav, who is also

tourism minister, said that con-

trary to popular belief the decision

to open the tunnel was not taken

for political reasons but to facili-

tate tourism.

Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani said the deci-

sion made by the previous govern-

ment had been discussed by the

new one with the steering commit-
tee on Jerusalem affairs, which
Kahalani heads, and the intermin-

isterial committee on Jerusalem,

headed by the premier. He also

said there had been no assess-

ments of rioting. He rejected

charges that the IDF had not had

Convicted spy to be released

GREGORY Londin, sentenced to 13 years' imprisonment for spying for

the Soviet Union, is to be freed next Tuesday, after the Prisons Service
decided to reduce his sentence by a third.

Londin will not be allowed to speak to journalists, and his release was
also subject to other conditions the Prisons Service would not detail

because of the sensitivity of the case.

Londin began serving his sentence in 1988. He was believed to have
operated as a spy since he immigrated here in 1973, sending back infor-

mation on the Merkava tank and the Israeli intelligence community. (Itim)
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Peasouper takes a sharp knife to the underbelly of

Victorian morality and serves up a sepia coloured slice

of murky sewers and dining-room decadence. Squeezing

the best of Charles Dickens. Indiana Jones and Buster

Keaton into a hige speed blender, Rejects Revenge

turns the dial to maximum for master chef concoction

of sharply observed wit and ridiculously energetic

lunacy.

"The three performers directed by Bim Mason - give as

splendid a display of physical theatre as you could hope

to see ... small wonder they won a fringe first at last

year's Edinburgh Festival. At the end I shouted

"hoorah!" twice. I cannot remember when last I felt like

doing that".

Wed., 30.10, 20:30, Haifa, Technion Cinema Hall

Thur., 31.10, 21:00, Tel Aviv, Susanna Dellal Center
Frf., 1.11, 14:00, Te! Aviv, Susanne Dellal Center
Fri.« 1.11, 22:00, Tel Aviv, Susanne Dellal Center
Sat., 2.11, 20:30, lei Aviv, Susanne Della! Center
Sun., 3.1 1, 21:00 Karmlel, Heikhal Hatarbut Halroni

Box Ofite Tel Avi^ Susanne Dellal Certten 03-5105656, Bol«)to:03^27ffi9%

Hadrat: 03-5279797, Kastek 036044725, Lean: 036247373, : Hasfanu 036400551-2

Xarmtek Heikhal HalairtHarare 0W937951, D»klSeNk»IWiariai04^B3»I

HalSa: lecftnion Crrtema H^: 04-82924^, Gartjer 04-B384777,

Box Offices for BRAGARD Campaign: Tel Aviv, Susanna Detei Center 035105656,

Haifa, Garber 04-8384777,

TheTdavfvCamaisiibscrfi)ers-couporina7.
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time to prepare for the distur-

bances, saying the runnel was
opened on a Tuesday morning and
the riots broke out the following
day.

Jerusalem Mayor MX Ehud
Olmert (Likud) said the previous
government had made a unilateral

decision on the package deal and
Shahal as former internal security
minister had received a letter from
the Wakf stating it did not agree to
the idea. According to Olmert,
Sbahal did not forward this letter

to the relevant authorities. Shahal
denied the charge, calling it

“provocative and baseless.”

Olmert said the tunnel opening
was timed to be close to the
resumption of die talks on Hebron.
Jerusalem Police chief Cmdr.

Arye Amit said he had recom-
mended not opening the tunnel

until after the High Holy Days. It

was opened the night following
Yora Kippur. Police Inspector

General Assaf Hefetz said he had
also suggested delaying the open-
ing, but had not expected such
major disturbances.

Itim adds:

Responding to Kahalani 's

remarks. Defense Ministry
spokesman Avi Benayahu said that

only the proper deployment by the

IDF and the rest of the security

services prevented more blood-
shed and baited the violent inci-

dents following the opening of the

tunnel within two days.

This activity by the IDF and the

security forces was widely praised

by many individuals, including

members of the Knesset Foreign

Affairs and Defense Committee at

a special meeting on September
29, participated in by Mordechai,
the chief of staff, and other senior

IDF officers, Benayahu said.

AROUND THE WORLD

Israeli-Arab youths yesterday mark the anniversary of the Kafr Kassem massacre, which occurred in 1956 when border policemen

enforcing a curfew on the eve of the Sinai Campaign killed 47 villagers. Those responsible were convicted of murder in a trial that

determined dial obedience of an illegal order does not absolve one of responsibility. Compensation was paid to the victims’ families

and In 1957 a formal reconciliation was held between the families and. the Jewish community. (UanOswrfiyvoJiw*' s™'

Lederman charged
with attacking
MK Yael Dayan

HERB KHNON and Itim

Y1SRAEL Lederman of Jerusalem

was charged yesterday by Jerusalem
Magistrate’s Court with aggravated

assault and attacking a public offi-

cial. for allegedly throwing a cup of
scalding tea on Labor MK Yael

Dayan in Hebron last week. Dayan
suffered second degree bums to her

neck and chest in the attack.

A hearing 011 remanding
Lederman, 59, until the end of pro-
ceedings against him has been
scheduled forThursday.

The charge sheet states that whfle

the Knesset Committee for the

Status of Women was touring near

the Machpela Cave, a group of peo-

ple began bedding the members.
Lederman, who had been at the

nearby Settler's Re&auranl, Wfcfit

towaidsThe MKs with a cup of hot

tea.. He approached Dayan and
asked her if she wanted a cup of tea.

and when she replied in the affirma-

tive, he threw the contentson her.

Lederman repeated yesterday to

reporters what he had said when he
was arrested last week: be did not

throw the tea on Dayan, but was
pushed and accidentally spiDed it on
her.

“After this happened, I wanted to

go up to her and apologize. I told

everything to the police,” he said.

Lederman, wbo served three years

of a 20-year sentence for killing a

Palestinian in 1978, said he win sue

the press for libel and with die

money he will be awarded will

“build a yeshiva in Jericho and
Nablus.” He said be is “proud of his

Yisrael Lederman. (Brian Headier)

record" and had avenged foe murder
ofSi Israeli sbtdier.

Lederman ’s lawyer, Naftali

Wenzberger, threatened to go foe

High Court of Justice, because he
said the state is basing its case on
“tumors." He said foe police state-

ment that there is no testimony to

substantiate Lederman ’s claim that

he was pushed is “not accurate."

Lka Collins adds:

Labor MK Yael Dayan said she

continues to receive hate mail daily.

Yesterday she received a copy of a
front-page newspaper photo of her-

self which had been scrawled on.

giving her a beard, moustache, and
eye patch. The photo was surround-

ed by statements, including: Tt’s a

pity there was no add," referring to

the scalding tea thrown at her and

“Everybody agrees you come from

an Arab or a dog."

NEWS IN BRIEF

German chief of staff visits Yad Vashem
German Chief of Staff Hartmut Bagger visited Yad Vashem
yesterday. “I pause here in deep sorrow, but I believe in the

future," be wrote in the Holocaust memorial's guest book.

Bagger was accompanied on the tour by his wife, Hella, and
Chief of Staff Lt_-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak. him

Twenty injured on roads
A 14-year-old girl who took her parents' car for a joyride in

Moshav Kfar Mordechai. near Gedera, suffered severe injuries

yesterday when she lost control of the vehicle and crashed
into a utility pole. A 1 6-year-old friend riding with her
suffered light injuries. Police are investigating the incident.

Eighteen people were injured in two bus accidents

yesterday. Oti the Kfar Habad-Beit Dagan road a minibus
veered off the road and overturned onits side after being
sideswiped by a truck, injuring 1 1 people very lightly. On
Rehov Jabotinsky in Ramat Gan. seven people were lightly

injured when two buses collided. him

MK-mayors can keep municipal cars
The three MKs who are also mayors — Jerusalem's Ehud
Olmert (Likud), Migdal Ha’emek's Sbaul Amor (Likud), and
Omer’s PimBadash (Tsomet)- can continue using their

municipal cars, but will have to pay taxes on them.
In making its ruling yesterday, the Knesset House

Committee decided not to rescind their right to the cars,

because this would force them to buy new vehicles. Under a
new law, the three will not be able to serve as both mayors

'

and MKs after the next local elections. Liat Collins
j

Products made with ‘Nazi
leather 9 on sale locally
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Rabin photo display on HU web site
THE Hebrew University is marking the first anniversary of Yitzhak

Rabin's assassination with a photo exhibit it has put up on foe Internet.

Thirty-three photos taken by photographer TaJ Gtick in Tel Aviv on the

night of the murder can be viewed at the site

(http^/wwwLsnunltJc 1Z il/rabm).

Glick says the collection “tries to register the feelings from those ter-

rible moments of an execrable crime that is still difficult to accept: that

a Jew murdered the prime minister." Judy Siegel

NAZI jackboots have lent their

name to a hard, shiny leather being

used in boots and purses, which are

being sold locally.

“Unfortunately, non-Jews are not

as sensitive to die name as we are,”

said Segev Davidson, owner of foe

Grosso Modo chain, one of tire

stores carrying the products. “The
terra ‘Nazi leather’ is widely used in

trade jargon. We do not use the terra

in our stores and the leather is

labelled either ‘special ’or ‘Brush.’"

Workers in two of the Grosso
Mode’s five stores said the term dis-

turbs them.

“If somebody comes in and asks
for Nazi leather, we correct them,"
one said.

Reactions to the terra - which one
shoe merchant said “has been float-

ing around for about a year” -
ranged from incredulity to anger.

“What an idea." said Moshe
Asher, manager of a Tel Aviv store.

“It’s absolutely grotesque. I haven’t
had anybody come in to ask for

shoes by that name.”
“It would be impudence for any-

body to ask for shoes by that name,
after what happened there.” said
Sharon Saivyan, a worker in anoth-
er store.

Shoppers also said they were
unfamiliar with the term “Nazi
leather” and expressed revulsion.

Winning numbers
ana cards

In last night's weekly Lono draw-

ing, the winning numbers were S.

9^ 20, 26, 29 and 43. and the addi-

tional number was 36.

In yesterday's daily Chance

drawing the winning cards were

the nine of spades, the ace of

hearts, foe 10 of diamonds and the

jack of clubs.

Journalists

reject claims
they stigmatize

Russian
immigrants
BATSHEVATSUR

TEMPERS flared yesterday when
the Knesset Aliya Committee
reviewed a report by the former
head of Behavioral Sciences in foe

IDF, Gadi Amir, who found that

the Israeli media tend to stigma-
tize new immigrants.
‘This is an educated but violent

aliya," and "Russians are drunks”
were just two of the stereotypes
the research found common
among foe Israeli public.

“The media contribute towards
this instead of acting as watch-
dogs." committee chairman MK
Naomi Blumemhal (Likud)
charged. “They use terms like
‘whore’ and ‘mafia’ about the
immigrants and don’t bring exam-
ples of positive behavior."
Members of foe media who had
been invited took umbrage and a
sharp exchange of words ensued
between them and MKs from
Yisrael Ba’aliya.

MK Zvi Weinberg, the only for-
mer North American among the
Yisrael Ba aliya MKs, proposed
that legislation be introduced to
prevent mentioning foe ethnic or
national background of persons in
news reports.
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come in different shapes and sizes
...the tong and the short and the tall and they come with different talents and ambitions
and they come rich and poor and mostly in between. .And some come, usually through
no fault of their own. disadvantaged. -

Thais where we come in.

For nearly fifty years, readers of The Jerusalem Post, both in Israel and in some ioo
countries around the world have been sending money to help those less fortunate

The Forsake-Me-Not fund, together with social workers and volunteers in the field use
your donations to helpoM folks living in distressed circumstances,

with your help weve been able to alleviate suffering and provide a little iiope.

Help us to help people by sending a contribution today to:

0
‘ ' '

Arabia, /Qfnort Qatar, Oman, Iraq ]
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The Jerusalem Posi. P.o. Box si

,

Jerusalem 9 1 ooo. Israel

Friends of The- Jerusalem Posf Funds,
20 East 56rti Srreet, New York. n.y. 10022. u.S.a

Together, we shall overcome.
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